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Abstract 

Doubly symmetric hybrid beams with I-section profiles are composed of higher steel 

flanges while the web usually contains lower strength, conventionally manufactured 

steel. This arrangement confers greater strength to the flanges which are fundamental 

in generating bending resistance to the applied loads. 

Although hybrid beams offer many potential benefits, such as savings in material and 

costs, existing codes of practice contain few guidelines on how to design such 

members. Apart from the lack of design guidelines, recommendations in many steel 

design codes apply only to steel grades with specified yield strength less than 

460MPa. 

The purpose of the research was, firstly, to examine the development of stresses and 

strains within the flanges and web in order to establish how this differs from that in 

homogeneous members. It was also necessary to investigate the effectiveness of 

various hybrid combinations (with steels of varying yield strength in webs and 

flanges), the influence of different width to thickness ratios on hybrid beam 

behaviour, and the possibility of extrapolating existing design guidelines so that they 

can be used for higher grade steels. 

This comparative study was achieved through finite element analysis of 2m and 4m 

hybrid beams using the finite element analysis software ABAQUS. Data and results 

extracted included Mises stresses, strains and deflections. 

This research shows that for some aspects of hybrid design, namely width to thickness 

ratios and section classification, extrapolation may not be conservative. Furthermore, 

it confirms the recommendation that the flange yield moment be taken as the 

characteristic hybrid beam strength as failure, due to material yielding, and unloading 

occur quite rapidly after the ultimate load has been achieved. 

Recommendations were made, in the form of suggestions of new slenderness 

classification limits geared to accommodate higher strength steels. 
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1 Introduction and Literature Review 

1.1 Background 

One of the objectives of engineering design is to create efficient systems in order to 

reduce costs. This often involves making adequate use of the available resources, 

developing new methods, coming up with better designs, and conducting research 

aimed at identifying, and even creating, more suitable materials. 

This trend is also evident in structural steel analysis and design. Steel is widely 

regarded as a versatile material in construction as it allows for greater innovation as 

compared to other materials. The history of large construction in metal began very 

humbly in the early eighteenth century. The first road bridge made completely of cast 

iron (the lronbridge) was completed in 1779 in England. Prior to that time, bridges 

had been designed exclusively in brick, timber and stone in structural systems that 

ensured that the actions in the members were mainly compressive. Cast iron 

revolutionised bridge design, in particular, as it allowed for arrangements where ties 

and beams played a greater role. 

As structures became larger and more complex, some points of concern were raised 

regarding cast iron. The low yield stress, which is in the region of 120 megaPascals 

(MPa), and low ductility were two important ones as they directly influenced the load

carrying capacity of structures. Corrosion and the tendency of the metal to rust were 

also under scrutiny. 

Progressively, the need for particular properties to facilitate economical and safe 

design led manufacturers into developing new materials which would address the 

yield stress and ductility shortcomings presented by the use of cast iron. The 

development of the modem steel production process yielded the first conventional 

steels which were capable of sustaining yield stresses in the order of magnitude of 

approximately 250MPa. 

From the 1950's the 500MPa class steels were being used in bridge construction in 

Japan (Miki et aI, 2002) and by the 1970's steel grades of 800MPa had been 

developed. During the same period 690MPa steels were developed and employed in 
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bridge construction in North America (Bjorhovde, 2004). One example of such steels 

is COR-TEN Type T -1 which was first used in bridge construction in 1962 

(Bjorhovde, 2004). These are high strength steels as they have yield strengths in 

excess of 450MPa. At the outset, their high yield stresses were obtained very simply 

by increasing the percentage Carbon content. 

While those grades at the lower end of the strength spectrum, which may be referred 

to as mild steels, exhibited acceptable levels of ductility, it became clear that those at 

the upper end tended to be quite brittle. In effect, the Carbon that added strength had a 

highly deleterious effect on the ductility. In addition, high preheating temperatures 

had to be employed during welding, coupled with other stringent measures. These 

measures included inert gaseous environments that contained very low levels of 

hydrogen (Adonyi, 1998) in order to ensure that the welds were of a high quality. This 

made welding a complicated and an expensive operation and the strict conditions 

demanded were more closely approximated in machine shops rather than on site. 

However, the higher yield strengths of steel made slender girder cross-sections 

possible but also led to serviceability problems such as excessive deflections and 

increased vibration. 

These factors dissuaded some designers and stakeholders within the construction 

industry from utilising these steels. Researchers in academia and industry, however, 

continued investigating ways of improving the characteristics of the materials. The 

tenn high performance steels (HPS) was coined to describe those that possessed 

particular, desirable properties. Such qualities ranged from higher yield strength to 

enhanced corrosion resistance and improved weldability. Weldability is a tenn used to 

describe the ease with which steel lends itself to joining by welding methods without 

excessive hydrogen cracking (MacDougall et aI, 2004). 

The added corrOSIOn resistance made HPS amenable to use without the need for 

protective coats of paint while the increased weldability made it possible to lower, and 

even eliminate, the need for high preheat temperatures. These successes were made 

possible by new thenno-mechanical controlled processes (TMCP). These have 

replaced the traditional quenching and tempering processes and work by closely 

regulating temperatures and defonnations during steel production (Miki et aI., 2002). 
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The first step was to manipulate the chemical composition of the steel. Modem HPS 

contain significantly lower percentages of carbon and small amounts of micro

alloying elements such as Aluminium and Molybdenum have been added to make up 

for the loss of strength. TMCP has the added advantage of producing steel plates that 

have a much finer grain structure (Datta and Mishra, 2001) and longer mill lengths 

(Lwin, 2002). 

Despite these advances many steel design codes, including the Eurocode (EN 1993-1-

1), the American Institute of Steel Construction Load and Resistance Factor Design 

(AISC LRFD, 1999; 2005) and the South African National Standard (SANS 10162-1, 

2004) state that design recommendations according to these codes apply only to steel 

grades with specified yield strength less than 460MPa. This fact has always been a 

hindrance to those designers who recognise the potential benefits of using HPS and 

yet have no clear design guidelines. This state of affairs persists in spite of the large 

volume of research indicating that HPS design can be approached much in the same 

manner as that of conventional mild steels. 

Extrapolating existing design methods and equations for use in HPS has been 

addressed in various literary studies (Ricles et aI., 1998; Thomas and Earls, 2003). 

Other research areas that have been scrutinised have covered the strength aspects of 

flexural capacity (Frost and Schilling, 1964), as quantified by either yield or plastic 

moment of girders; rotational capacity (Greco and Earls, 2003), which is a measure of 

a beams ability to sustain the high levels of ductility required for plastic analysis; and 

shear capacity or, alternatively, a beam's resistance to concentrated patch loads 

(Lagerqvist and Johansson, 1996). Stability aspects identified encompassed lateral 

bracing and slenderness limits. Additionally, connections (welding and bolting), 

residual stresses and initial imperfections (Clarin, 2004), fatigue performance 

(Hildebrand and Schliebner, 2004) and hybrid behaviour (Frost and Schilling, 1964) 

all have received some attention. 

The main focus of this thesis is hybrid beam behaviour. The most commonly used 

hybrid beams comprise of high strength flanges and mild steel webs. These 

composites came about, in part, due to the appreciation that homogeneous HPS beams 

are rather uneconomical because of the higher material cost. Further, it is clear that 
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flanges play a far greater role in resisting bending moments and, hence, it is 

conceivable that the moment resistance would be increased if the flange material yield 

stress were increased. 

Some facets of hybrid beams have been studied, for example their rotation capacity 

(Greco and Earls, 2003), ultimate bending strength (Frost and Schilling, 1964) and 

shear strength (Carskaddan, 1968). However, there has been little discussion, 

particularly in design codes, that delves into the development and distribution of 

stresses and strains through a hybrid cross-section. Indeed, how the hybrid 

characteristic strength is determined remains unclear as codes of practice do not 

contain relevant guidelines. 

1.2 Literature Review 

The structural strength and stability behaviour of typical high strength steel 

(McDermott, 1969; Sause and Fahnstock, 2001) and hybrid members (Carskaddan, 

1968; Greco and Earls, 2003) has been investigated in several different ways in order 

to ascertain whether they exhibit the required performance. Such desirable behaviour 

includes the ability to achieve the full yield or plastic moment capacity of the section; 

adequate resistance to concentrated loading; sufficient resistance to deformation; and 

the ability to exhibit the necessary levels of ductility. In addition, these properties 

should be present under both static and dynamic loading conditions. 

The strength of homogeneous flexural members is taken as the yield moment or the 

plastic moment, depending on the width to thickness ratios of the constituent plates. 

Beams of class 1 (SANS 10162-1, 2004; EN 1993-1-1) or compact (AISC LRFD, 

1999; AISC Spec., 2005) cross-section show adequate ductile behaviour and can 

achieve the theoretic plastic moment (M p = (J' yZ , where (J' y and Z are the material 

yield stress and plastic modulus, respectively). Beams of classes 3 and 4 (SANS 

10 162-1, 2004; EN 1993-1-1) or those which are non-compact (AISC LRFD, 1999; 

(J'/ 

AISC Spec., 2005) may achieve only the yield moment (My = -y_, where (J'y is the 
y 

yield stress, / is the moment of inertia of the section, and y is the distance from the 

neutral axis). 
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Further restrictions are placed on high strength steel beams, with specified minimum 

yield stress exceeding 450MPa, in that even those which have been classified as 

compact are regarded as not being able to achieve the plastic moment. This means 

that plastic analysis and design are not permitted (AISC LRFD, 1999; AISC Spec., 

2005). This stipulation is rather severe because it means that a great deal of the 

reserve strength that comes with the higher strength steel is not utilised at all; and this 

applies to both homogeneous and hybrid beams. It has been argued that possible 

material and cost savings are compromised by the guideline and some experimental 

work (Sause and Fahnstock, 2001) has been conducted in order to try and demonstrate 

that the assumption is conservative. 

At first glance, it appears that the above constraint merely seeks to limit the yield 

stress of the flange and web steel. In reality, it is based on the realisation that high 

strength steels have limited ductility. This is substantiated by a further guideline 

which states that a minimum rotation capacity of three is required (AISC Spec., 2005) 

for all beams that are to be designed using plastic methods. The rotation capacity is 

essentially a measure of the amount of plastic deformation that will take place before 

a structure starts to unload and is defined as defined as R = °u -1 (see Figure 1.1 ); 
Op 

where R is the rotation capacity, Op is the theoretical rotation at which the full plastic 

capacity is achieved based on elastic beam stiffness and 0u is the rotation when 

moment capacity drops below M p on the unloading branch of the moment-curvature 

plot (Greco and Earls, 2003). 0 is the hypothetical end rotation ofthe beam. It may well 

be due to the fact that tension flange fractures observed in the past (McDermott. 1969; 

Ricles et aI., 1998) have motivated the passing of this recommendation. 

Notwithstanding, numerous literature addressing the ultimate strength of high strength 

and hybrid beams and their ability to reach these prescribed levels of deformation 

have illustrated various degrees of success on the part of the researchers. Some of the 

research considers the effect of slenderness (Beg and Hladnik, 1996; Barth et aI., 

2000) while others regard the influence of both slenderness and bracing arrangements 

(Earls, 1999; Thomas and Earls, 2003; Greco and Earls, 2003) as significant. 
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1.0 

Figure 1.1 Rotation Capacity (Greco and Earls, 2003) 

This subject has been the focus of much debate. While it is an accepted fact that 

stocky members are more likely to fail by yielding while more slender ones will fail 

through buckling at loads far below the yield values, failure can be manipulated 

through the application of lateral bracing. With this interaction between web, flange 

and lateral bracing, predicting the girder response becomes far more complex. 

There are, however, reservations regarding the ability of high strength steel beams to 

sustain high strains. A number of investigations concluded that the minimum rotation 

could not be achieved under the existing guidelines in American Association of State 

Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) and American Institute of Steel 

Construction (AISC) design codes (Thomas and Earls, 2003; Greco and Earls, 2003). 

It was shown that there was substantial flange and web interactions within a certain 

range of slenderness (Thomas and Earls, 2003). These findings are of relevance to 

hybrids as this behaviour may be magnified due to the differing yield stresses of 

flange and web. Some suggestions put forward advocated the revision of lateral 

bracing spacing such that the aspect ratio (the ratio of the distance between beam 

centre and brace position to beam depth) was either 0.5 (Earls, 1999) or 1 (Thomas 
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and Earls, 2003; Greco and Earls, 2003). The moment rotation would decrease 

beyond these limits (Sause and Fahnstock, 2001). 

An independent analysis (Kato, 1990) presented equations derived for the maximum 

elongation of a standard tapered specimen, such as that used in tensile tests. The 

findings confirmed that the rotation capacity of higher strength steels decreases with 

increasing yield ratio. The yield ratio (YR) is defined as the ratio of yield strength to 

ultimate tensile strength. Furthermore it was illustrated that steel which exhibited 

elastic-perfectly plastic material behaviour, with a yield ratio of unity, would not 

undergo extension in the plastic region but would most likely fracture at the yield 

point (Kato, 1990). 

Other factors that have been thought to influence moment rotation include yield stress 

(Earls, 2000; Green et aI., 2002), the strain hardening modulus ( Earls, 2000; Green et 

aI., 2002), loading condition ( Green et aI., 2002), yield plateau length of the stress

strain curve (Earls, 2000) and yield ratio (Ricles et aI., 1998; Barth et aI., 2000; Green 

et aI., 2002). It was concluded that increased yield stress signalled a corresponding 

decrease in ductility as did cyclic loading. When HSLA-80 (a North American high 

strength-low alloy steel with 552MPa yield stress) girders were compared with A36 (a 

North American 248.4MPa steel) girders it was discovered that the HSLA-80 girders 

suffered losses in rotation capacity of up to 83%. The greatest losses were 

experienced during cyclic loading (Green et aI., 2002). High yield ratio was also 

found to cause reduced ductility (Green et aI., 2002). Grade A36, with yield ratio of 

0.69, had significantly higher levels of ductility (R=13.7) than HSLA-80, with yield 

ratio between 0.88 and 0.9, (R=3.2) for the same geometry (Ricles et aI., 1998). The 

tension flange fractures (McDermott. 1969; Ricles et aI., 1998) occurred where the 

yield ratio was approximately 0.9. 

In the investigation into the effects of yield plateau (Earls, 2000), it was observed that 

an increase in the yield plateau length corresponded to an increase in rotation 

capacity. This is to be expected since the physical interpretation of this phenomenon 

is that the material of the beam is experiencing large increases of strain (or 

deformation) at a constant stress. It was also found that a longer yield plateau meant a 

decrease in moment capacity. A possible explanation could be that the stress 
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associated with a particular strain would be lower if a yield plateau is present (Earls, 

2000). 

It is worth noting that several researchers (McDennott, 1969; Sause and Fahnstock, 

2001) conducted their studies in such a way that they first analysed and proportioned 

their test specimens according to plastic methods and then tested the specimens to 

ascertain whether the theoretical ultimate loads are achieved. Some beams were able 

to attain their design plastic moments (Mans et aI., 2001) while the vast majority were 

not (Carskaddan, 1969; Sause and Fahnstock, 2001). 

Most stability concerns have revolved around the fact that high strength steel sections 

are more slender to the extent that lateral torsional and local buckling are likely to be 

more prominent. Questions have also been raised on whether the existing section 

classification, as gIven in most design codes, could be extended for use on high 

strength steel sections. 

One of the earliest submissions was that the existing limits could be maintained and 

that all that was required was a modification factor (McDennott, 1969). This factor 

would depend on the yield strength of the reference steel grade as well as that of the 

higher strength steel. A 690MPa steel could be safely designed in this manner 

(McDennott, 1969). It appears that this factor is equivalent to the epsilon factor (e) 

given in Eurocode 3 (EC3). The only difference is that the EC3 restricts the 

application of this ratio to steel with yield strength less than 460MPa. 

In addition to meeting flexural strength and ductility requirements, hybrid beams must 

also be able to resist shearing forces. Though a large proportion of the experimental 

studies on hybrid beams were conducted in three and four point bending, few actually 

consider the effects of transverse forces acting on the webs of flexural members. 

Compact webs in hybrid beams, in which local buckling had been eliminated as a 

mode of failure, were found to fail at shears slightly less than the design plastic shear 

capacity (Frost and Schilling, 1964). This may be due to the fact that the extreme 

fibres of the web are already in a state of yield under bending stresses such that they 

are unable to resist the added shear. 
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Quite surprisingly, the presence of shear forces was discovered to have a larger 

bending strength reduction on homogeneous beams than on hybrid ones (Frost and 

Schilling, 1964). This conclusion was likely the basis for the recommendation that 

hybrid beams be designed separately for shear and bending (Frost and Schilling, 

1964), the qualification being that the flange and web lie within certain width to 

thickness ratios. These width to thickness ratios would, in tum, vary depending on the 

material yield stress. 

Another VIew point was that the ultimate strength of an unstiffened beam was 

possibly the shear buckling strength. (Carskaddan, 1968). After an experimental 

investigation of several different hybrids, results showed that beams with less slender 

flanges and webs actually failed by yielding (Carskaddan. 1968). 

The effects of static, concentrated loads on the flanges of bridge girders have been an 

area of some focus since it has been established that this type of loading introduces 

stresses into the web that could reduce the overall stability of the web if the loads are 

of a sufficiently large magnitude (Lagerqvist, 1998). Sometimes referred to as 'patch 

loads', these concentrated loads are introduced during the launching of the girder 

(Lagerqvist and Johansson, 1996; Lagerqvist, 1998). 

Three different load cases have been identified and these are patch loading, where a 

single concentrated load acts on one flange; opposite patch loading, where two loads 

act in the same plane but on either flange; and end patch loading, which is a single 

load acting near the girder end (Lagerqvist and Johansson, 1996). Under varying web 

slenderness and length of applied patch load, experimental results showed that both 

high strength and conventional steel grades deformed in the same manner (Lagerqvist 

and Johansson, 1996). It could not be shown conclusively that high strength steel 

girders were more resistant to patch loads (Lagerqvist and Johansson, 1996; Tryland 

et aI., 1999). 

Welding practices have an adverse effect on member behaviour but this has to be 

weighed against the fact that it is also the most versatile method of forming members. 

Consequently, many authors have carried out extensive work on the subject (Adonyi, 

1998; Atkins et aI., 2002). A primary objective has been to find those conditions 
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under which high quality welds can be achieved at relatively low cost and to 

demonstrate that high performance steels do have the increased weldability that the 

manufacturers claim. On the whole, these appraisals have yielded positive results. 

One report found that Submerged Arc Welding with no pre-heat could be used to join 

HPS 70W (a high performance 483MPa steel), up to a thickness of 50mm, provided 

that the levels of diffusible hydrogen were sufficiently low (Adonyi, 1998). In 

comparison, conventional A 709 Grade 70 required a minimum pre-heat of 1000e to 

prevent cold cracking (Adonyi, 1998). The importance of correct storage, handling 

and usage of low-hydrogen consumables was emphasised. Moreover, cooling rates of 

weld metal and the heat affected zone (HAZ) were found to influence cracking to a 

large extent and by increasing the overall heat input, it was discovered that the 

cooling rate could be reduced to such levels that hardness was minimised (Adonyi, 

1998). 

Another report investigated the susceptibility of four different welding processes to 

cracking in the presence of differing levels of diffusible hydrogen (Atkins et aI., 

2002). Submerged arc welding was concluded to be the best process as it exhibited 

zero cracking at all levels with a minimum preheat of only 52°e. 

With all the input from researchers, it was possible to generate a document, the HPS 

Designer's Guide (Lwin, 2002), which gave clear recommendations to fabricators 

working with HPS 70W. The guidelines were framed only for HPS 70W so it is clear 

that there is need for research to include other strength grades and hybrid beams. 

In isolation, welding poses a challenge and, in hybrid construction, welding base 

metals of unequal yield strengths has presented an even greater one. Mismatch welds 

are those where the two metals being joined metals have different yield strengths such 

as are found in hybrid girders (Hildebrand and Schliebner, 2004). The stresses present 

at the weld due to the different microstructures have the potential to quite adversely 

affect the fatigue life of the weld (Hildebrand and Schliebner, 2004). Typically, the 

higher the yield strength of the base metal, the lower the fatigue life of a weld 

(Hildebrand and Schliebner, 2004). 
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While not favoured in steel bridge construction, bolted connections of high strength 

steels have received some attention. Some 25 tests were carried out on bolted 

connections in shear. The aim of the study was to confirm that the edge distance and 

bolt spacing in Eurocode 3 Part 1.1 for the Swedish steel grades S235 and S355 could 

also be used for grade S460 (Puthli and Fleischer, 2001). The conclusion was that not 

only could high strength bolted connections be designed according to the existing 

standard, but that both the edge distance and the bolt spacing could even be reduced. 

Stresses occurring within structural members are frequently attributable to physical 

loading conditions; however, there is another type of stress which is sometimes 

overlooked. Residual stresses are generally introduced in members through welding 

and have the potential of undermining load-carrying capacity. Though often 

undetectable, they can sometimes be of such magnitude that they cause visible 

distortions, or initial imperfections, in the form of out-of-straightness of flange and 

web elements. 

Since different steels would not have identical magnitudes of residual stresses it is 

possible that distortions of a member cross section will be more severe for hybrid 

girders. There appears to be some evidence of this as some measured imperfections 

within hybrid members were of greater magnitude (Carskaddan, 1969). Apart from 

the ability to cause sudden failure, it is likely that imperfections predetermine the 

mode of failure of the member. This was clearly demonstrated where thick flanges 

were welded to relatively slender webs in hybrid beams. The distortions were so 

extreme that, when the beams were loaded in shear, they influenced the position of the 

shear buckles (Carskaddan, 1968). 

Establishing whether a relationship existed between material strength and longitudinal 

residual stresses was the objective of a series of tests carried out on welded box 

specimens (Clarin, 2004). Three steel grades, with yield strengths ranging from 

420MPa to 1100MPa, were used. There was no linear relationship between the 

magnitude of residual stress and increasing material strength, though it was confirmed 

that the ratio of residual stress to material strength decreases with increasing material 

strength (Clarin, 2004). No evidence was found to support the assumption that tensile 

residual stresses could approach the material strength for higher yield steels. It was 
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detennined that although the residual stresses in the high strength steel plates were 

somewhat larger than those in the conventional strength plates, when taken as 

dimensionless quantities they were smaller (Clarin, 2004). 

Another aspect that falls within the realm of extrapolation is whether or not 

serviceability limit states as they stand can be useful in the design of high strength 

steels. In order to carry the same loading, a conventional steel member would require 

far more material than its counterpart built in high strength steel. The resulting section 

would be deeper and, therefore, much stiffer and subject to smaller deflections. The 

problem identified with high strength members is that their slender sections very 

easily exceed current deflection limits and other serviceability limits such as 

vibration. 

During the early days of research in the behaviour of high strength steel, the theory of 

elasticity was used to examine the differences between mild and high strength steel. 

Various expressions were derived for cross sectional area, elongation, deflection, and 

section modulus for two materials with differing yield stress and modulus of elasticity 

(Haaijer, 1961). For tension members, the expressions showed that the required area 

of cross section was inversely proportional to the yield stress which, simply put, 

means that a smaller area is needed as the yield stress increases. The implication was 

that elongation (and hence, deflection) was directly proportional to the yield stress. In 

real tenns this translates to: if two steels have yield stresses such that their ratio is R, 

then their elongations should be in the same ratio, provided they have the same 

modulus of elasticity. This does not appear to agree with measured values (Haaijer, 

1961) as in one particular instance the ratio of the yield stresses was 3 and that of 

elongations was 0.8. An explanation would be that any such theoretic relationships 

would be valid within the material elastic region and would fall away once yielding 

began. 

For beams and girders under the action of similar moments, a smaller section modulus 

is required for high strength steel than for mild steel (Haaijer, 1961). However, where 

the modulus of elasticity is equal, the smaller moment of inertia of the higher strength 

material experiences an increase in deflections (Haaijer, 1961). The extensions of 
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690MPa steel tension members were a maXImum of 200% greater than similar 

members made of the 228MPa steel (Haaijer, 1961). 

For all practical purposes, such deflections would be too excessive and this is 

problematic as design codes, like the AASHTO LRFD, have no prescribed limits for 

deflection (Wasserman, 2002). Limits were effectively ignored in the design of a 

bridge along State Route 53 in Tennessee and it was noted that the allowable 

deflection for the span was exceeded (Wasserman, 2002). 

There are distinctions between homogeneous and hybrid high strength steel beams 

which would require further investigation. On examination of a plot of bending 

moment versus midspan deflection (Carskaddan, 1969) it appears that, in general, the 

homogeneous girders carried larger loads and, hence, sustained greater moments than 

their equally slender hybrid counterparts but also had smaller midspan deflections. 

Yet another facet of this predicament brought to light was that slender sections would 

be carrying a larger live load proportion; such that wind induced vibrations would be 

of greater concern (Fortner, 1999). 

Cost considerations, like structural efficiency, have played a large role in the decision

making processes linked to the use of high strength steel. One of the earliest studies 

asserted that using higher strength steels was justifiable given that the relative 

increase in yield strength far outstripped that of the cost (Haaijer, 1961). The steels 

under consideration had yield stresses varying from about 228MPa to 690MPa and 

included carbon steels, high-strength low-alloy steels and constructional alloy steels. 

Higher strength steels were more favourably priced in that the increase in strength 

was not directly proportional to the increase in price but, unfortunately, a more recent 

study (Greco and Earls, 2003) has found that this is not the case any more. At the 

time, however, this appeared to indicate that materials-related costs would be 

appreciable (Haaijer, 1961). With the 228MPa steel as the reference material, it was 

found that the maximum weight saving was 67% for the 690MPa steels and this was 

coupled with material cost savings of 20%. It is important to note that these results 

were gained from a theoretical study and it is not clear if the relevant slenderness and 

deflection limits that would govern structural members, for practical purposes, were 
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upheld. Typically, steels with higher yield stresses allow greater cost savings in long 

span girders where the dead weight is larger. Hybrid girders were found to be more 

economical than homogeneous girders. The web to total area ratio influenced the 

overall cost of hybrids (Haaijer, 1961) implying that the high material costs of deep 

homogeneous beams can be reduced significantly by using mild steel in the web. 

HPS bridges that had been constructed in the various states within North America 

have afforded the opportunity to further investigate the area of sustainability. For 

example, cost savings realised in Tennessee due to the substitution of conventional 

steel with HPS-70W (a 483MPa steel) were in the region of US$78,000 which 

represented approximately 10% of the total construction costs. This corresponded to a 

24% saving in weight (Wasserman et aI., 1998). Judicious use of a combination of 

conventional and high strength steel in bridge designs has made material savings of 

up to 30% a reality (Wasserman, 2002). 

One practical way in which the use of high strength steel has facilitated engineering 

gains in the U.S. state of Oregon is by allowing addition of extra lanes in the highway 

below HPS bridge structures (Madonna, 2001) and effectively increasing the 

overhead clearance. This is because longer, unsupported spans are now possible. 

Most studies have considered the adequacy of traditional structural elements but a few 

have discussed innovative structural systems that could possibly be incorporated in 

the design of high strength steel. One such suggestion was girders with corrugated 

webs that could potentially allow greater section depths while another approach 

would be tubular flanges filled with cement grouting (Kulicki, 2000). Sandwich 

panels consisting of two high strength web plates and suitable filler would 

significantly reduce the web thickness (Driver et aI., 2002). It was envisioned that this 

girder configuration would allow the use of more slender steel webs; resulting in a 

materials saving. The cavities would subsequently be filled with a cementitious or 

epoxy grout (Driver et aI., 2002). One disturbing observation was that such double

plate and stiffened webs failed suddenly without any local buckling. 

In summary, whether or not a high strength beam can sustain its plastic moment is not 

an isolated matter. It is closely linked to the deformation capacity of the beam. 
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Fundamental material principles clearly show that stress is a function of the strain and 

while the strains remain below their yield values, yielding and plastification cannot 

occur. This is true for all flexural members regardless of the steel grade which is why 

the rotation capacity requirements, set by Eurocode 3 and the American Institute of 

Steel Construction (AISC) specifications, are universal. This being the case, the 

stipulation that a minimum rotation capacity of three must be assured before plastic 

methods are applied cannot be said to be unreasonable for high strength steel. On the 

other hand, limiting plastic methods for all sections with yield stress greater than 

450MPa does not appear justified. One would assume that once a beam has achieved 

sufficient rotation there would no longer be any reason to prevent the use of plastic 

analysis. 

Even though a large proportion of the tests available in literature were conducted on 

homogeneous high strength beams and girders (Earls, 2001; Sause and Fahnstock, 

2001; Mans et aI., 2001) and not on hybrids, it may still be possible to draw some 

conclusions about hybrid beam behaviour. For example, it may be concluded that 

since higher strength steels exhibit less ductility than conventional steel grades (Kato, 

1990; Green et aI., 2002), the flanges of hybrid beams may similarly be unable to 

generate sufficient strains. This is based on the fact that in all beams, regardless of 

whether they are homogeneous or hybrid, the strain is always proportional to the 

distance from the neutral axis and, hence, in both homogeneous and hybrids beams 

the high strength steel in the flanges will be unable to exhibit large deformation 

capacity. 

The correct classification of cross-section plays a crucial role in ensunng that 

adequate resistance to local buckling is provided. This topic, too, needs rationalization 

as many different slenderness limits have been proposed. 

One of the outstanding questions that needs to be addressed deals with the extent to 

which the design codes which are currently in use can be applied to design of high 

strength and, especially, hybrid members. The areas of greatest interest are the 

prediction of ultimate flexural strength, slenderness classes (with reference to stability 

against local buckling) and deflection limits. At first the outlook was that the higher 
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strength steels required no special provisions but a more conservative approach is now 

advocated. Within their own particular sphere of concern, various researchers have 

tried to answer this question with varying degrees of success. 

In conclusion, even a cursory glance at the available literature quickly highlights the 

fact that researchers, both in academia and industry, recognize the usefulness of the 

better quality materials that are now available for steel construction. What is also 

quite apparent is the fact that in comparison, far less information is available to those 

who would be interested in hybrid construction. The few sources that do exist deal, 

more or less, with similar issues revolving around whether specific flexural members 

should or should not reach the plastic moment. There is, however, very limited 

information regarding how these members should be analysed and designed in the 

first place. Recommendations and equations, related to bending strength, presented by 

individual authors need to be compiled in order to come up with a formal document 

that may be used by designers. In addition, the way in which stresses and strains 

develop in hybrids needs to be more closely investigated. 

1.3 Problem Definition 

Due to the elevated unit cost of high strength steel, it would be unlikely that designers 

would consider designing a homogeneous high strength steel structure of any great 

proportions. Hybrid beams offer a solution in that they can provide the structural 

benefits associated with high strength steel and yet be economical. In order for 

hybrids to be effective the following need to be understood: 

(i) Development of stresses and strains within the flanges and web from the 

onset of loading; 

The analysis of homogeneous cross-sections is well understood in that the 

stresses and strains vary linearly through the depth of the section until the 

material yield stress is reached at the outermost fibre. In a hybrid cross-section 

yielding will almost always begin at the web-flange interface (the exception is 

where the yield strengths of the web and flange material are close such that an 

almost homogeneous behaviour results). This makes analysis more 

complicated. 
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(ii) The influence of different width to thickness ratios on the behaviour of 

unstiffened hybrid beams; 

This topic is complex as it reqUIres that there be prescribed section 

classification limits for hybrid sections. It is important to investigate how this 

can be done given that the classification would need to incorporate two 

different steel grades. 

(iii) The extent to which current design and recommendations that are 

presented in the various design codes and literature can be extrapolated 

for use in hybrid beam design; 

The focus will be on the aspects such as design for bending and local 

buckling. 

(iv) The effectiveness of the commonly used hybrid configuration; 

For bending members, theory shows that the most beneficial arrangement is 

when most of the material is positioned as far away from the neutral axis as 

possible. This has led to a hybrid configuration which incorporates two high 

strength steel flanges and a mild steel web. Other arrangements have been 

suggested in literature and it would is necessary to establish whether the 

commonly accepted arrangement is the most effective. 
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2 Methodology 

2.1 Introduction 
This research is a comparative study of hybrid beam behaviour and how this is 

different from homogeneous behaviour, in terms of the development of stresses across 

a section and load-carrying capacity. This comparative form has been adopted 

because hybrid beams are made up of two different materials and so it is often 

difficult to draw direct parallels between hybrid beam and homogeneous beam 

characteristics, such as their ultimate strength. The analysis of unstiffened hybrid 

beams in bending was carried out by means of finite element modelling. 

Both homogeneous high strength and hybrid beam behaviour have been studied using 

finite element analysis (Thomas and Earls, 2003; Greco and Earls, 2003). The areas of 

research have been quite diverse and ranged from rotation capacity (Earls, 2001; 

Green et aI, 2002) to fatigue tests of high strength steel welds (Hildebrand and 

Schliebner, 2004). On the whole, finite element modelling has been found to yield 

results (Green et aI, 2002) that mirror those derived from laboratory tests. 

Finite element analysis involves the creation of a model that represents an actual 

structure in terms of both the geometry and position within space, or within a system. 

The model structure is then loaded and its response, whether in terms of moments or 

displacements, under the action of the loads is measured. Some type of verification of 

the model is usually performed in order to ensure that the results generated are 

reasonably accurate. This verification generally involves carrying out tests on 

fabricated specimens and comparing the measured values with those given as output 

from the finite element analysis. Sometimes, however, verification is accomplished by 

comparing the results generated by one finite element package against those generated 

by another finite element package. 

There are a number of reasons why researchers have turned to finite element analysis, 

the major reason often being monetary cost savings. Higher strength steel grades tend 

to cost more, per unit weight, than conventional steel grades. Fabricating beams for 

the purposes of carrying out practical testing can become quite expensive. Generally, 
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acqumng a licensed finite element package can be expensive yet there are many 

advantages to be gained. Unlike a single manufactured specimen, say a beam, which 

can be tested to failure only once, finite element packages allow multiple researchers 

to generate many models which can be run as many times as needed in order to 

generate a large reserve of results. The results can be generated relatively quickly as 

no physical fabrication is required. Where a physical structure would require 

extraction of measurements using sensitive equipment, finite elements models are 

able to yield numerous accurate output values simultaneously and with little effort on 

the part of the researcher. In practical terms, numerical modelling eliminates the need 

for large amounts of testing space in the laboratory, reduces steel material wastage, 

and does not require the specialist labour and welding conditions necessary for the 

welding of high strength steel members. 

The finite element modelling package used in the study, ABAQUS (versions 6.4-3 

and 6.5-1 © 2004), was developed by Hibbitt, Karlsson and Sorensen Inc. and is now 

registered under ABAQUS, Inc. 

2.2 Characteristics of ABAQUS 

2.2.1 Introduction 
The analyses were run usmg the general purpose ABAQUS/Standard and post-

processing of results was carried out with the aid of ABAQUS/Viewer. This software 

package has many functionalities which make it a useful tool in solving a wide range 

of engineering problems of varying complexity. The range of elements and material 

models also allow users to approximate real systems as closely as possible. 

2.2.2 ABAQUS Element Library 
The fundamental concept behind elements is that they allow a fairly large structure to 

be subdivided into a number of smaller units whose behaviour is easy to analyse. The 

overall behaviour of the system can then be found by summing the deformations of 

the units. Choosing the correct element, therefore, is of the utmost importance as a 

suitable element should have the relevant degrees of freedom at the nodes in order to 

be able to capture the deformations. 
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Shell elements, which were used in his study, are suitable for use where the thickness 

of the structure is less than one tenth the typical global dimensions which may be the 

distance between the supports. The linear S4R element, a three-dimensional shell, can 

be used for a broad spectrum of problems and has four comer nodes with a single 

integration point at the centre. The 'R' signifies reduced integration (ABAQUS, Inc., 

2004), which has the effect of reducing computational time. There are six degrees of 

freedom at each node; translations in the x, y, and z directions and the corresponding 

rotations about these axes. 

S4R takes into account membrane strains and allows the thickness to change as the 

element defonns (ABAQUS, Inc., 2004). The reference surface for this element is the 

middle surface but this can be offset to either the top or bottom face as the need arises, 

say where a connection is required between a flange and a web. 

The shell nonnal is detennined by noting the nodal connectivity and applying the 

right hand rule as is demonstrated in Figure 2.1. Quantities that vary through the 

thickness of the shell can be conveniently based on this system. 

r 

4 

Figure 2.1 Representation of a Typical Shell Element 

2.2.3 Material Model 
With ABAQUS, it is possible to simulate linear and nonlinear, isotropic and 

anisotropic material properties. Once a material has been created and named, it can 

subsequently have a density, Poisson's Ratio, and Young's modulus assigned to it. 

Often a material property is a constant, in which case this material would be easily 

characterised. However, sometimes a function may need to be defined. An example is 
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when the strain-hardening curve of a material needs to be prescribed. In such a case, 

the values of stress are input as functions of the strain. As with any discretisation 

process, a more accurate definition of the strain-hardening curve is obtained when the 

intervals are smaller. ABAQUS then interpolates between the given values, assuming 

linearity between such given data points (ABAQUS, Inc., 2004). Beyond the given 

values it is presumed that the magnitude is constant as is illustrated in Figure 2.2. 

In analyses where a material, such as steel, is strained beyond its proportional limit, 

'elastic' and 'plastic' options (ABAQUS, Inc., 2004) need to be assigned to the steel. 

The von Mises isotropic yielding model is used. 

ABAQUS 

~_.--_~~.!_ _~:~~x~I::t~on 

Strain, e 

Actual ~ 
Curve 

Figure 2.2 Representation of material definition in ABAQUS 

ABAQUS uses the true, or logarithmic, strain and true stress for the material model 

(ABAQUS, Inc., 2004), and these quantities are given by 

E tme = In (1 + E direct) and (Jlme = (J direct (1 + E direct) 2.1 

where E tme is the true strain, E direct is the direct strain, (Jtme is the true stress, and 

(J direct is the direct stress. The direct stress is the stress due to a tensile or compressive 

force and can be represented as 

F 
(Jdirect = A 2.2 

where F is the force normal to the area, A. Direct, or engineering, strain is given by 
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!1l 
£ direcl = -[- 2.3 

where [and !1l are length and change in length, respectively. 

Where the material experiences plasticity this can be described within the material 

model by the input of plastic strain values. Plastic strain is specified as 

Plastic strain, £ pi = total strain, £lOlal - elastic strain, £e. 2.4 

Young's modulus (E), which is the slope of the stress-strain curve in the elastic 

region, can be simply represented. A constant value can be assumed until the yield 

point (B in Figure 2.3). Thereafter, a level yield plateau follows. Alternatively, the 

yield plateau may be given a slight gradient (BC in Figure 2.3) which is maintained 

throughout the analysis. 

c 

A~----~--------------------
Strain, E 

Figure 2.3 Material Model Incorporating Elastic Modulus and Tangent 

Modulus of Constant Value 

2.2.4 Geometric Nonlinearities 
All structural members and systems, however strictly monitored the fabrication 

process, contain imperfections which may take the form of warping or skewness of 

plates that are intended to be straight. In an initially perfect finite element mesh, these 

imperfections can be approximated. One method found to be of great use is that of 

superimposing a low energy buckling mode onto the mesh. The first step is to carry 

out a linear eigenvalue analysis on the structure in order to determine the buckled 
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modes with the lowest frequencies. Subsequently either the first mode or a 

combination of the modes is introduced to the mesh. Such a combination could take 

the form 

III 

&"i = I OJi<V i (ABAQUS, 2004) 2.5 
i=! 

Where the <V's are the mode shapes and the OJ's are the scaling factors. 

2.2.5 Types of Analysis 
ABAQUS has the capability to perform two different types of analyses and these 

depend on the expected behaviour of the system, or structure. 'Linear perturbation' 

steps produce linear response only while 'general' steps have the potential to produce 

either linear or nonlinear reactions (ABAQUS, Inc., 2004). Furthermore, these can be 

divided into static and dynamic classes. The Riks solver is helpful in solving highly 

nonlinear problems, especially where buckling is expected to occur. 

Fundamentally this method is similar to the Newton-Raphson Method and is 

particularly useful where the load-deflection curve is highly nonlinear in nature. 

Generally, a problem has been solved if a single equilibrium path has been found such 

that it is described by the nodal variables and the proportional load factor. It is 

imperative that the increment size be restricted so that the radius of convergence is not 

exceeded. 

The Riks solver works on the principle that both loads and displacements are 

unknown. Since these two have to be resolved, a third parameter, known as the arc 

length, is used to track the state of the system at any point (ABAQUS, Inc., 2004). 

Loading applied to the structural system at any given time increment is a certain 

fraction of the total applied load. This can be represented as 

NCllrrent = Nil/ilia! + a (NapPlied - Nil/ilia!) 2.6 

where N is the load and a is the load proportionality factor. 

In order to avoid the bifurcation which occurs at the critical buckling load, 

imperfections are introduced. The function of these irregularities in the mesh is to 

induce a certain reaction within the structure below the critical load. 
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2.2.6 Input and Output Data 
ABAQUS/Standard allows the user to write scripts, or programmes, which translates 

into greater control over input variables and analysis procedure. The input of node and 

elemental structuring can be done according to the user's needs and in the same token; 

an output which is directly pertinent can be requested. The ABAQUS/Viewer 

conveniently displays the final solution or the state of the system at any increment if 

this information is required. 

2.3 Model Description 

2.3.1 Introduction 
While one of the objectives of this study was to examine the manner in which hybrid 

beams develop stresses in bending, this could not be looked at in isolation. This study 

would, therefore, be a comparative study using homogeneous high strength beams. 

Where there were points of overlap, for example where the flanges of the hybrids 

share the same steel grade, further comparison was made between the hybrid beams 

themselves. 

2.3.2 Beam Geometry 
The starting point was to extract dimensions of beams from tests conducted by other 

researchers. These beams had been physically fabricated and tested in laboratories. 

The aim was to use this data as a framework within which to come up with beam 

dimensions that would be comparative to results from other researchers. 

The standard beam has an I-section profile consisting of two identical flanges and a 

web. The web is connected to the top and bottom flanges in an ideal connection which 

approximates a weld. This connection enables the web to transfer shear forces and 

maintain the distance between flanges so that the beam acts as a unit. Different 

combinations of steel grades were specified for the flanges and web depending on 

whether the beam in question was homogeneous or hybrid. Two separate beam 

lengths were selected, the motive being to observe the change in behaviour as a 

function of length. Flange and web thickness were varied in order to study the effect 

of varying slenderness. 
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2.3.3 Elements and Meshing 
Identical meshes of the four node shell element, S4R, were used for all beams that 

were to be subsequently compared. In essence, a shell element is created when a 

linear quadrilateral element is superimposed on a flat, plate element. 

This quadrilateral element is detailed below in Figure 2.4. The components of 

displacement, as shown by the arrows, are restricted to straight lines only such that 

deformations, u and v, in the x and y directions can be fully described by linear 

expreSSIOns. 

y, v /1\ 

... ... 

x,u 

... 1 2 .. 
.. ... 

Figure 2.4 Layout of a Quadrilateral Element 

The displacement field is given by 

u = fJl + fJ2 x + fJ"y + fJ4~V 

and 

2.7 

2.8 

where the J3j's are displacement amplitudes. From elastic theory, the strains in the x 

and y directions are 

au 
[; =.\ ax 2.9 
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Ov 
E:=-

y ay 

After differentiating 2.7 with respect to x and 2.8 with respect to y the results give 

au 
ax = E:x = /32 + /34Y 

and 

Ov 
ay = E:y = /37 + /3sx 

respectively. The shear strain, Yxy is given by the equation 

au Ov 
Yxy = - + - = (/33 + /36) + /34 x + /3sY ay ax 

2.10 

2.11 

2.12 

2.13 

Expressions 2.11 and 2.12 above are linear and highlight the fact that while the 

variation in strain through the depth of the section can be captured, the response of the 

element under pure bending would be approximated as shown in Figure 2.5(b) below. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.5 (a) Correct Deformation (b) Deformation ofthe Quadrilateral Element 

The sides of the quadrilateral are unable to deform in the correct manner with the 

consequence that the right angles are not preserved as is assumed in theory. Because 

these spurious mode shapes are difficult to identify, methods have to be devised by 

which they can be prevented. Although the element is likely to underestimate 

deflections, this effect can be minimised by mesh refinement (Cook, 1995). 

2.3.4 Boundary Conditions and Loading 
Simple support conditions were created at each beam end and bending was about an 

axis perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the beam. Loading on the top flange 
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consisted of a single line load down the centre of the flange which arrangement 

introduced both bending and shearing stresses (see Figure 2.6). 

w/m 

(b) 

Figure 2.6 Representation of Simply Supported Beam Set-up Acting Under a 

Uniformly Distributed Load 

2.4 Material Types and Characteristics of Steels Used in the 
Hybrid Beams 

2.4.1 Introduction 
The beams considered in this study were composed of combinations of six different 

steel grades ranging from 248.4MPa to 700Mpa (see Table 2.1). The steel grades used 

were labelled from A to F for convenience. To differentiate the different hybrid beams 

the following coding was used to label them: 

XY -HYBa-B, X is the steel grade in the web and Y is the steel grade in the flange as 

given in Table 2.1. a is the hybrid type number and B is the beam length. 

One of the desired objectives was to verify whether the behaviour of members would 

evolve in a gradual and measurable manner as the strength of the constituent material 

increased, hence the range of steels. All stress and strain data for these steels was 

obtained from literature. 
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Table 2.1 Summary of Material Types and Characteristics 

Steel Type Yield stress (Mpa) Description 

A ASTM A36 248.4 This North American steel has a nominal specified yield stress of 248.4Mpa. For the purposes 

of the numerical study, a yield stress of 269Mpa was assumed with the ultimate stress being 

548Mpa. Details of this and other steels can be found in Section 2.4.2. 

F Grade 350W 350 Grade 350 was introduced into the South African market in 2005 with the intention of 

replacing the 300Mpa steel which was currently in use. It is expected that, with its higher yield 

strength of 350Mpa, material savings of up to 16.7% will be realised for larger sections 

(Creamer, 2005). Vanadium and niobium are two of the micro-alloys (Creamer, 2005) that 

have been added to increase the yield strength. There is no loss of weldability when compared 

to the 300Mpa steel. 

B Domex 460MC 460 With low carbon content and the micro alloying elements niobium, titanium and vanadium, 

Domex 460MC has a fine grain structure which allows ultimate strengths of up to 670Mpa. No 

preheating is necessary when welding. 

C Domex 550W 550 Domex 550W has a minimum ultimate strength of 600N/mmL and can be welded without 

preheating as well. This weathering steel forms a coat of protective oxide which effectively 

stops further attack by the atmosphere. The high strength, improved impact toughness and 

favourable weldability make Domex 550W a feasible option for use in the fabrication of rail 

wagons, steel bridges and buildings. 
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0 ASTM AS14 690 This low alloy, quenched and tempered steel has a nominal yield stress of 690Mpa. Its highly 

valued properties, apart from high strength, include reasonable toughness at low temperatures 

and resistance to atmospheric corrosion. Applications of this steel can be found in bridge 

construction, cranes and earthmoving equipment. 

E Domex 700W 700 Domex 700W can be welded without preheating. Yield and ultimate stresses are 700Mpa and 

7S0Mpa respectively which make it useful in bridge structures where long spans and reduced 

dead load are needed. 
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2.4.2 Material Data 

Tables of nominal stress, measured in megaPascals (MPa), and nominal strain, 

expressed as a percentage, which were obtained from literature were used to generate 

the curves in Figures 2.7 to 2.12. This data was for tensile tests in which the steel was 

tested parallel to the rolling direction. No statistical information was provided in the 

source literature. The strain values were first converted to dimensions of millimetre 

per millimetre (mmlmm) and then the nominal stress was used to calculate the true 

stress with the aid of the equation 

2.14 

where 0'/ is the true stress, O'n is the nominal stress and &n is the nominal strain. The 

true strain is calculated as 

2.15 

with &/ as the true strain. In effect, Equations 2.14 and 2.15 are similar to Equation 

2.1, the only difference being that the direct stress is here referred to as the nominal 

stress and the direct strain is referred to as the nominal strain. Finally, the plastic 

strain is determined as follows 

2.16 

Equation 2.16 is similar to Equation 2.4, with true strain being taken as the total strain 

value. The elastic strain is calculated by dividing the true stress by the modulus of 

elasticity. 
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Steel F: Grade 350W 

Table 2.4 Chemical composition of Grade 350W 

C Mn P S Cr Si Cll V Mo Ni 

0.12* 0.5 0.15 - 1.25 0.75 0.55 - - 0.65 . 
These values represent the maximum allowable percentages and. therefore. do not add up to 100% 

Table 2.5 Mechanical properties of Grade 350W 

Yield Stress Ultimate Tensile Elongation % 
~ 

Strength O'u (N/mm
2

) O'y (N/mm-) 

350 480 24 

500 -

450 - .~ __ ,,--"_I _'~IP.IIP_I.PI.III_I.I_II.III~I~_ 

400 ~~ ~ ....... 

350 ~ • 

::: 300 • 
2 1 
~ 250 1: 
2 
7; ')00 1 - . 

t 
150 .; 

i 
100 i 
50 i 

t 
O=·--------------~----------------------------

o 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 

Strain (mm/mm) 

Figure 2.8 Stress-Strain Curve for Grade 350W 
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Steel B: Domex 460MC 

Table 2.6 Chemical composition of Domex 460MC 

C Si Mn P S Al Nb V Ti 

0.1 a 0.1 1.5 0.025 0.01 0.015 0.09 0.2 0.15 

Table 2.7 Mechanical properties of Domex 460MC 

Yield Stress Ultimate Tensile Elongation % 
, 2 

O"y (N/mm-) Strength O"u (N/mm ) 

460 520-670 19 

Impact toughness as measured using the Charpy V -notch test: 27J at _40DC 

700 -

600 -

500 -

:: 400 -: 
~ 
cr. 
z 300 -2 

:r. 
200 -

100 

0 

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 
Strain (mm/mm) 

Figure 2.9 Stress-Strain Curve for Domex 460MC 
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Steel C: Domex 550W 

Table 2.8 Chemical composition of Domex 550W 

C Si Mn P Cn Cr Microalloys 

0.1 a 0.45 0.8 0.12 0.35 0.95 present 

Table 2.9 Mechanical properties of Domex 550W 

Yield Stress Ultimate Tensile Elongation % 
2 

O'y (N/mm ) Strength O'u (N/mm2) 

550 600 18 

Impact toughness as measured using the Charpy V -notch test: 27J at -40°C 

800 ~ 

700 ~ 

2 600 ~ 

~ 500 ~ 

z 
z 

400 -' OJ .... 
V: 

300 ~ 

200 ~ 

100 
I 

0 

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 

Strain (mm/mm) 

Figure 2.10 Stress-Strain Curve for Domex 550W 
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Steel E: Domex 700W 

Table 2.12 Chemical compo.ition of Dome x 700\V 
-

Micro alio~'Sl C Si Mn Co C, , 
0.1' 0.5 1.25 0.3 0.6 present 

--- - ._---. -
N(~c: all valuc> arc "ectilao", '/;, - ( ) of the !C>Iai com ,ilioo 

Table 2 , 13 Mechanical properties of Dome x 700W 

Yield Stress Ultimate Tensile Elongation % , 
o~ (N."""" ) St'en6<th Ou {N.'""" \ 

700 750 12 

Impact tOl.lghness as meaSl.lred using the Charpy V -notch test: 27J al-200C 

~. 

'"' 700 , 
~ , • 

ffi '" '00 
700 
700 
(00 

C 

" 0,05 (1,15 c., 
S.rain (mmi mm) 

Figure 2.12 Stre,s-Str~in Cur.'e for llomex ](lOW 
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2.4.3 Steel Properties 

2.4.3.1 Modulus of Elasticity 
Typical values of Young's Modulus of Elasticity (E) for steel range from 190 to 

2100Pa with the average value being approximately 2000Pa. A value of 21 OOPa was 

chosen to represent the linear section of the stress-strain curve for all steels as 

calculated values of E tended to be considerably less than the typical values. Beyond 

the linear region, the tangent modulus was calculated from the nominal stress-strain 

curve. The discrete points at which this was done were selected so as to coincide with 

the regularly spaced values of plastic strain which were entered into the ABAQUS 

model. 

This approach is a more accurate approximation to the actual behaviour than the 

simplified material model detailed previously in Section 2.2.3. Values of plastic strain 

were specified at constant intervals in order to prevent the ABAQUS finite element 

software from interpolating the material data between given points, thereby 

generating a curve of unknown shape. This was also done to remove the extra 

computational expense that would be required in order for ABAQUS to carry out this 

regularisation. 

Stress and strain data was graphed in a scatter plot by first identifying the three 

distinct portions, namely the linearly-elastic range, the plateau region and finally the 

strain-hardening curve. These were plotted as separate series so that different trend 

lines could be added to each distinct area. Once the equations of the trend lines were 

established, the derivatives were obtained at discrete points required by the ABAQUS 

material model. The value of the tangent modulus was not permitted to become 

negative. 

The ABAQUS material model assumes a constant Young's Modulus (E) until the 

steel begins to yield. A value of 21 OOPa was used for the analysis. Beyond the yield 

point, any variables which describe the behaviour of the steel must be input as a 

function of the plastic strain. Calculated values of E for the different steels are shown 

in Tables 2.14 to 2.19. 
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Table 2.14 Calculated Mechanical Properties of A36 

Tangent Modulus Plastic strain 
E t (xl09) Pa EDI 

210 0.000 
77.5 0.025 
73.4 0.050 
69.2 0.075 
64.9 0.100 
60.7 0.125 
56.4 0.150 
52.2 0.175 
48.0 0.200 
43.9 0.225 
39.9 0.250 
36.0 0.275 

Table 2.15 Calculated Mechanical Properties of Grade 350W 

Tangent Modulus Plastic strain 
Et (xl 09

) Pa EDI 

210 0 
2.4 0.01 
2.4 0.02 
1.7 0.03 
1.1 0.04 
0.8 0.05 
0.8 0.06 

Table 2.16 Calculated Mechanical Properties of Domex 460MC 

Tangent Modulus Plastic strain 
E t (xl09) Pa EDI 

210 0 
2.3 0.01 
2.3 0.02 
1.4 0.03 
0.7 0.04 
0.7 0.05 
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Table 2.17 Calculated Mechanical Properties of Domex 550W 

Tangent Modulus Plastic strain 
Et ( xl09) Pa Ep) 

210 0 

2.6 0.01 

1.9 0.02 

0.7 0.03 
0.7 0.04 

Table 2.18 Calculated Mechanical Properties of A514 

Angent Modulus Plastic strain 
Et (xl09) Pa Ep) 

210 0.0 
1.6 0.01 
1.6 0.02 
1.6 0.03 
2.1 0.04 
1.7 0.05 
1.2 0.06 
0.6 0.07 
0.6 0.08 

Table 2.19 Calculated Mechanical Properties of Domex 700W 

Tangent Modulus Plastic strain 
Et (xl09) Pa ED) 

210 0 
2.8 0.01 
2.8 0.02 
2.3 0.03 
1.8 0.04 

1.3 0.05 
1.0 0.06 
0.8 0.07 
0.8 0.08 
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2.4.3.2 Poisson's Ratio 

Poisson's ratio was assumed to demonstrate similar behaviour both in tension and 

compression and an average value of 0.3 was selected. 

2.4.3.3 Shear Modulus 

An average shear modulus of77.5MPa was used. 
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3 The Behaviour of Beams in Bending 

3.1 Introduction 
Analysis of hybrid members requires a shift in perspective as a number of commonly 

used terms become ambiguous. An example would be what is generally referred to as 

the yield moment of a homogeneous beam. This is the characteristic strength of a 

beam designed by elastic methods. The yield moment causes the outermost fibres of 

the cross-section to reach the material yield stress under bending action. 

Yield moment, with reference to hybrids, becomes somewhat meaningless. Firstly, 

this is because the cross-section consists of two separate materials so it is not 

immediately clear which material is being referred to; and secondly, because yielding 

commences at the extreme fibres of the web and not the flanges. With this last point 

in mind, it would be tempting to take the characteristic strength of hybrid beams as 

that moment which causes initial web yielding. As previously noted, this moment is 

so insignificant (Frost and Schilling, 1964) that it can hardly be used in the same 

manner as yield moment for homogeneous beams. It was, thus, proposed that the 

characteristic strength of a hybrid beam be either the flange yield moment or the 

plastic moment (Frost and Schilling, 1964). 

3.2 General Beam Theory 

3.2.1 Bending of a Homogeneous Member 

Prior to yielding, a homogeneous, simply supported beam with a uniformly 

distributed load such as that in Figure 3.1 will have a midspan moment equal to 

M = OJuL2 
u 8 

3.1 

with OJ representing the magnitude of the distributed load. Yielding changes the 

beam's response to loading, in that part of the load contributes to permanent material 

deformation rather than deflection of the beam cross-section, such that the 

equilibrium equations used in statics are no longer adequate to predict behaviour. By 

assuming that web yielding causes little deviation in the beam's initially linear load

deflection response (Frost and Schilling, 1964), it can be concluded that equation 3.1 

can also be used for hybrid beams up until the flange yield moment. 
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1< >1 
L 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.1 (a) Simply Supported Beam acting under a UDL 

(b) Bending Moment Diagram 

Yielding begins at the extreme fibres of the flanges and as the loading is increased, 

the region of yielding extends inwards towards the neutral axis of the section. The 

midspan moment just as the flange starts yielding can be calculated using the equation 

M = CJI 
Y 

3.2 

where y is the distance from the neutral axis. CJ is the stress and I is the moment of 

inertia. The relation remains valid as long as the stress distribution is linear. The 

symmetry of the section ensures that the neutral axis always lies halfway down the 

section depth. 

Strain. E 

L 
Eyf 

Stress. () 
+ ___ ~ .... q)f 

Figure 3.2 Strain, E. and Stress, a. at Flange Yielding 

Figure 3.2 shows the strain and stress distribution when flange yielding commences 

and strains are assumed to remain linear such that 
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-y 
C x =-=-YK 

P 

is valid. 

. .............. r-------r-~£y\\ 

, , 
····t)f 

Figure 3.3 Strain, £, and Stress, 0, at Web Yielding 

3.3 

In the relationship between strain and curvature given in Equation 3.3, p is the radius 

of curvature: K is the curvature and y is the distance from the neutral axis to the 

reference point. In those portions of the beam section which are still elastic at this 

stage, the relationship 

-(J' 

c=--
E 

is also valid. Hence, the following can be written for the flange: 

- c - (J'lf 

= 
P E 

3.4 

3.5 

where c represents the "elastic core' depth. This is the region of the cross-section 

located near the neutral axis of the section that has not yet yielded. This can be 

expressed as 

(J'11 
c=p_· 

E 
3.6 

In a homogeneous cross-section at flange yielding. the elastic core depth is equal to 

the section depth. 

Equations 3.3 to 3.6 can be similarly used in order to come up with expreSSIOns 

governing the distribution of stresses at the onset of web yielding. Taking a stress 

value of 0\,\ at the top of the web, Equation 3.5 can be rewritten as 
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-(J' -y 
~=-

E p 

and 

yE 
(J' =

yw p 

3.7 

3.8 

Here, y is the distance from the neutral axIS to a reference point now lying 

specifically within the web. Although the separate terms '(J' yf' and '(J' yw 'have been 

used, in a homogeneous section they are equal and would be replaced by with '(J' y '. 

The terms are of more relevance in hybrid sections. 

3.2.2 Width to Thickness Ratios and the Elastic Buckling of Webs and 

Flanges of U nstiffened Beams 

Classification of homogeneous sections into Class 1, 2 or 3 is a straightforward 

process. The flange and web are separately assessed and the section is given a 

classification equivalent to the lowest grouping obtained by either the flange or the 

web. Hybrid sections, on the other hand, appear to pose a challenge as there are two 

separate materials that need to be considered. The question that arises then is whether 

special arrangements need to be made to accommodate the materials. 

On the surface this seems a reasonable enough question but then again it is important 

to note that elastic buckling phenomena is purely of geometric significance. Material 

properties, such as the modulus of elasticity and Poisson's Ratio, are constant as long 

as the material remains below its yield strength. Once the material begins to yield and 

inelastic buckling occurs then the nature of the problem changes and it is then that the 

differing yield strengths may have an effect. 

Buckling strength is dependent on the plate dimensions and support conditions. The 

limiting width to thickness ratio, below the yield point, can be found by simply 

considering Euler's critical buckling equation 

3.9 

where (Jcr is the critical buckling stress, kcr is the buckling coefficient, E is the modulus 

of elasticity, t is the plate thickness, b is the plate width, and v is the Poisson's Ratio. 
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Below the critical buckling limit, the material yields before buckling occurs. The 

normalised plate slenderness is expressed as 

3.10 

Where Ap is the plate slenderness, and fy is the material yield strength. 

Substituting equation 3.9 into 3.10 gives 

3.11 

with v=O.3. 

In a long plate, such as a flange, compression is uniform and the buckling coefficients 

are as shown in the table below. The short loaded edges of the plate would be simply 

supported while the longer unloaded edges would have the support conditions 

described in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1 Values of Buckling Coefficient for Various Edge Conditions 

Description of Supports ka 

Both edges simply supported 4.00 

One edge fixed, the other free 1.28 

One edge simply supported, the other free 0.43 

Both edges free b2/a2 

Both edges fixed 6.97 

One edge fixed, the other simply supported 5.40 

All edges hinged in bending (e.g. web) 23.9 
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The symbol a , as it appears in the table, is the plate length such that a represents the 
b 

aspect ratio; b being the width of the plate. These values would be valid for aspect 

ratios far greater than one, such as in unstiffened plates. 

Limits for each slenderness class are set by assigning various ranges for the modified 

plate slenderness. For example, the Eurocode sets the following ranges 

(Kulevan.ac.be, 2006); 

(i) 0.46 ~ ApI ~0.6, with a value of 0.5 taken for compression members 

(ii) Apl~ Ap2 ~ Ap3, with a prescribed value of 0.6 

(iii) 0.5 ~ Ap3 ~0.9, with a prescribed value of 0.74 

Where ApI' AP2 , and AP3 are the modified plate slenderness values for classes 1, 2, and 

3, respectively. Substituting these values into Equation 3.11 gives the limiting 

slenderness values for plates subject to compression as they appear in the Eurocode. 

Unfortunately these same values cannot be used for plates of yield strength greater 

than 460MPa so there is a need for the proposal of new limits. 

3.3 Steel Hybrid Section Configurations 

3.3.1 Introduction 

Figure 3.4 shows examples of commonly used hybrid configurations. Hybrid 4 

(HYB4) is the most used arrangement in practice as it provides additional strength to 

the flanges in both negative and positive moment regions. 

Hybrid 4 Hybrid 5 Hybrid 6 

Figure 3.4 Hybrid Configurations 
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Due to the symmetry of the cross-section, Hybrid 4 is also the easiest to analyse as the 

neutral axis always passes through the centre. Hybrid 5 (HYB5) is suitable for 

negative moment regions while Hybrid 6 (HYB6) works best in positive moment 

regions. Given the versatility of the Hybrid 4 arrangement, this configuration was 

chosen as the basis of the comparison of between hybrid and homogeneous members. 

3.3.2 Development of Stresses across the Hybrid 4 Cross-Section 

Consideration of a section of the beam at the middle of the span from the onset of 

loading reveals a variation of stresses such as that shown in Figure 3.5. 

II III IV 

Figure 3.5 Changes in Stress Distribution with Increased Bending Moment 

Stress distribution I shows the section as the web reaches its material yield stress. At 

this stage the flange is still behaving elastically. As the load is increased, in diagram 

II, the extreme fibres of the flange reach the material yield stress. The extreme fibres 

of the web are yielding progressively up till that point. Complete flange yielding is 

shown in figure III at which stage only the core of the web remains elastic. IV shows 

a hybrid section that has completely plastified. This stage marks the point where the 

maximum moment at the centre of the span is equal to the plastic moment. 
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Stages I to IV are further illustrated on the moment- curvature plot in Figure 3.6. 

Changes in the distribution of stress as described in Figures 3.5 and 3.6 are purely 

qualitative. There is. however, no design code that provides equations with which the 

bending moments at stages I through III can be calculated. Some suggestions (Frost 

and Schilling, 1964; Joint ASCE-AASHO Committee on Flexural Members, 1968) 

have, however, been made. 

IV 
11/ 

Curvature, K(\/m) 

Figure 3.6 Moment-Curvature Plot showing Stages of Stress Distribution 

The relationship 

Mnl = (Y "IS : (Frost and Schilling, 1964), 
~ 

3.12 

where (Ym is the yield stress of the web materiaL S is the section modulus. d is the 

section depth, and h~ is the web depth, was recommended as accurately predicting 

the web yielding moment of a hybrid beam. 

For predicting the moment causing flange yielding, the formulae 

M \1 = 2It (Y \1 + Z~(Y "I - t"d" [(Y:~ J (Frost and Schilling, 1964) 
d . 12 (Y~ 

and 
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[
12+,8(3a-a 3

)] • • 
M rf = M \ (Jomt ASCE and AASHO CommIttee on 

. . 12+2,8 
3.14 

Flexural Members, 1968) 

have been suggested. In the above equations, (J'>I and (J,I represent the material yield 

stresses of the web and flange, respectively. The moment of inertia of the flanges is 

given as J (, d is the section depth, Z w is the plastic modulus of the web, and t w is the 

web thickness. M \ is the yield moment of a homogeneous beam, of the same cross-

section as the hybrid beam, made of the flange steel. The symbol a represents the ratio 

of the web yield stress to the flange yield stress, and,8 is the ratio of the cross

sectional area of the web to that of one flange. 

3.4 Determination of Hybrid Beam Moment from First Principles 

A 2m hybrid beam with 700MPa flanges and 248.4MPa web is selected to examine 

the development of stresses across a typical hybrid section. The chosen beam 

represents the most extreme case where the web yield stress is far less than the flange 

yield stress and, hence, all other hybrids investigated in this research would be 

adequately covered. The beam dimensions and properties are as given below: 

Flange yield stress, O"yf = 700 MPa 

Web yield stress, O"yw =248.4 MPa 

Flange width, bf = 0.2m 

Flange thickness, tf = 0.006m 

Web height hw = h j = 0.18m 

Web thickness, t\\ = 0.005m 

Section moment of inertia, Ixx = 23.2 X 106 mm4 

Section depth, h = 0.192m 

Young's Modulus. E = 210 GPa (for both steels) 
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Strain ,£ Stress,(J 

Figure 3.7 Strain and Stress Distribution at Web Yielding in a Hybrid Beam 

The web begins yielding first (Figure 3.7) and Equation 3.2.M = 0'1 . can be used to 
y 

calculate the moment causing web yielding. So the web yield moment is given as, 

M = 248.4 x 23.2 x 10
6 

= 64kNm 
l11 90 

Equation 3.8 can be rearranged as shown in Equation 3.15 

0',,\ 
c=p_·-

E 
3.15 

with c, the elastic core depth. substituted for y. Since the beam acts as a unit p. the 

radius of curvature is the same for flange and web. Equations 3.6 and 3.15 can be 

used to obtain 

O',f 
0"1\ = y_.-

C 
3.16 

which gives the relationship between the flange yield stress and the elastic core depth 

as the flange begins to yield ( Figure 3.8 ). Here, y is the distance from the neutral 

axis to a reference point now lying in the flange. 

I: C 
(Jyf 

, , , , , c , , 
ty\\ (Jy~\ 
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Figure 3.8 Strain and Stress Distribution at Flange Yielding in a Hybrid Beam 

The elastic core depth, c, can only be determined by physical measurement and to 

ascertain to what extent the web has yielded is a complex challenge. Hypothetically, it 

is possible that the conventional steel web is in complete plastification by the time the 

higher strength steel flanges begin yielding. If this were the case then Equation 3.16 

would be meaningless as c would be equal to zero and the expression would be 

undefined. 

It is, therefore, necessary to verify whether Equation 3.16 is valid for the hybrid 

beams investigated in this study. Verifying Equation 3.16 for the most severe case 

where the hybrid is composed of a 248.4MPa web and a 700MPa web would ensure 

that the equation is relevant for all other hybrid combinations. The procedure involves 

the selection of a value of c which is sufficiently small as to approximate a fully 

yielded web. Substituting the small value of c and the web yield stress into Equation 

3.16 generates a value of the flange stress, 0" I. If this value of 0"/ is less than the 

flange yield stress, 700MPa in this case, then this confirms that the web has yielded 

completely prior to flange yielding. If, on the other hand, the value of 0" I is greater 

than 700MPa then this indicates that the web will only reach total plastification after 

the flanges have begun yielding. The process of verification is illustrated below. 

The first step is to assume that the web is in fact in total plastification. A minimum 

value of c, say 1 mm, is chosen. Substituting this value into the flange equation 3.16 

gIves 

0" I = 0.096 x 248.4 = 23846.4MPa > 700MPa , the flange yield stress 
0.001 

This result con.firms that the assumption that the web has yielded completely is wrong 

as 0" I is far greater than the flange yield stress. The value of c at the commencement 

of flange yielding can now be found by substituting the actual value of Gyf into 3.16. 
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700 = 0.096 x 248.4 => c = 0.034m 
c 

The moment associated with the stress distribution can then be calculated by separate 

consideration and subsequent summation of the couples C] and T1• C2 and T2, and C3 

and T3 as shown in Figure 3.9. 

ad 

~~(,I ~ ('2 

I -r--- ('3 

T3 ---,'-

Figure 3.9 Calculation of Flange Yield Moment 
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4 Comparative Analysis and Investigation of 
Hybrid Beams 

4.1 Introduction 
Analysis was conducted usmg two separate methods. Firstly, the finite element 

package ABAQUS was used to model the behaviour of a number of simply supported 

homogeneous and hybrid beams under a uniformly distributed load. This portion of 

the investigation yielded loads and corresponding deflections, as well as visualisations 

of the stress distributions across the member. Secondly, the moments and curvatures 

of the same homogeneous and hybrid beams were calculated based on theory. 

ABAQUS/CAE which has an interactive graphical user interfaces use automatic 

meshing techniques. This means that the user has no control over the node and 

element numbering. Extracting valuable data, such as stresses and deflections can 

then become quite difficult as the node and element labels at the desired output 

location are unknown. However, ABAQUS/Standard allows a user to write their own 

programme, or script, which enables the exact ordering and numbering of the nodes 

and elements of each model. Initially an attempt was made to seed all beams with 

imperfections but this was discontinued in the 4m beams as there was no sensitivity to 

the imperfections and both seeded and unseeded beams gave similar results. 

Work carried out using ABAQUS included the analysis of: 

(i) 2m Homogeneous beams incorporating all steel grades 

(ii) 4m Homogeneous beams incorporating all steel grades 

(iii) 2m Hybrid 4 (HYB4) beams incorporating different combinations of steel 

grades 

(iv) 4m Hybrid 4 (HYB4) beams incorporating different combinations of steel 

grades 

(v) 2m Hybrid 4 (HYB4) beams (Steels A and E) with varying width to thickness 

ratios 

(vi) 4m Hybrid 4 (HYB4) beams (Steels A and E) with varying width to thickness 

ratios 

(vii) 2m hybrid (Steels A and E) with varying hybrid configuration 
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The theoretical numerical analysis consisted of calculation of the yield and plastic 

moments of both homogeneous and hybrid beams using the relationships previously 

derived in Chapter 3. Verification of the hybrid bending equations was also performed 

in this portion of the study. Calculations were performed manually and using 

spreadsheets. 

Work carried out using numerical methods included the analysis of: 

(i) 2m Homogeneous beams incorporating all steel grades 

(ii) 4m Homogeneous beams incorporating all steel grades 

(iii) 2m Hybrid 4 (HYB4) beams incorporating different combinations of steel 

grades 

(iv) 4m Hybrid 4 (HYB4) beams incorporating different combinations of steel 

grades 

(v) 2m Hybrid 4 (HYB4) beams (Steels A and E) with varying width to thickness 

ratios 

(vi) 4m Hybrid 4 (HYB4) beams (Steels A and E) with varying width to thickness 

ratios 
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4.2 Influence of Width to Thickness Ratios on Bending Behaviour 

4.2.1 Introduction 

To demonstrate the effect of the width to thickness ratio only the Hybrid 4 (HYB4) 

configuration was used. Furthermore, only the Steel A (248.4MPa) and Steel E 

(700MPa) combination was considered as it provided the greatest difference in 

material yield strength. The width to thickness ratios were achieved by varying the 

thicknesses of the plates while keeping the width constant. Lengths of 2m and 4m 

were chosen to try and identify whether the behaviour of the beams would change 

with an increase in span length. 

4.2.1.1 Model Data 

Tables 4.1 and 4.2 below summarise the data for the beams used in this part of the 

study. 

Table 4.1 Dimensions for 2m Beams with Varying Flange and Web Thickness 

Combination Flange (mm) Web (mm) 

Width, bf Thickness, tf Height, h" Thickness, tw 

0 200 6 180 5 

1 200 10 180 5 

2 200 15 180 5 

3 200 12 180 4 

4 200 12 180 8 

5 200 12 180 10 
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Table 4.2 Dimensions for 4m Beams with Varying Flange and Web Thickness 

Combination Flange (mm) Web (mm) 

Width, be Thickness, tf Height, hw Thickness, tw 

0 200 10 300 8 

1 200 15 300 10 

2 200 20 300 8 

3 200 20 300 12 

4 200 20 300 13 

5 200 20 300 14 

4.2.1.2 Limiting Width to Thickness Ratios from Design Codes 

Nonnally, a homogeneous beam cross-section is assigned a section classification 

according to the lowest classification of either the web or flange. For example, if the 

web is in class 3 and the flange is in class 1, then the beam cross-section is classified 

as class 3. With hybrid beams, the process of classification is not as clear cut as that 

for homogeneous sections. 

Despite this dilemma. it was still necessary to obtain some indication of the width to 

thickness. bit. ratios of the flanges and webs of the hybrid beams. With this view in 

mind, the bit ratios of flanges and webs detailed in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 were calculated 

using the SANS 10162-1. Eurocode 3 and AISC LRFD extracts below. 
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Extract from SANS 10162-1 Table 1 

Width to thickness (~I ) ratios for elements in compression. 

Table 4.3 Section Classification According to SANS 10162-1 

Element 

Flanges of 

I-sections 

Webs in flexural 

compreSSIOn 

F or flanges. 

bl b =_. 
I 2 

and for the web 

Class 1 

plastic design 

145 

p: 
1100 

p: 

where hi the clear distance between the flanges. 

Extract from Eurocode 3 

Class 2 

compact 

170 

[1: 
1700 

[1: 

Width to thickness (-7 ) ratios for elements in compression. 

Table 4.4 Section classification according to Eurocode 3 

Element Class 1 Class 2 

Internal c 
-~ 72& 

c 
-~83& 

compression part t t 

Outstand flange c 
-~9& 

c 
-~ 10& 

t t 

Classes 1 and 2 can be designed plastically up to 460MPa. 
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Class 3 

Non-compact 

200 
--p: 
1900 

p: 

4.1 

4.2 

Class 3 

c 
- ~ 124& 
t 

C 
-~ 14& 
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F or flanges, 

h. - 21'-1 c = --,-I ___ " 

2 

where r is the fillet radius. and for webs 

&~t35 
I, 

up to yield stress of 460MPa. 

Extract from AISC LRFD 

Width to thickness (~I ) ratios for elements in compression. 

4.3 

4.4 

4.5 

Table 4.5 Section Classification According to AISC LRFD 

Element Compact Non-compact 

Flanges of I-shaped hybrid or welded 038J E Oo95~ 
beams in flexure I, F[ I k, 

Web in flexural compression 
3 0 76J E 570t I, I, 

hf For flanges. hi = 2 and for the web, hi = hH • 

F[ is the smaller of {Frf - F,.)or Fw 

F,. is the compressive residual stress in flange (= 114MPa for welded shapes) 

k. = J(h/tJ) ; 0.35::; k ::; 0.763 ( hi' , 
f\r 

4 
4.6 
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4.2.1.3 Classification of Flanges and Webs 

Tables 4.6 and 4.7 show the calculated width to thickness ratios for the flange and 

web combinations given in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. Reference to the codes in question 

highlights the fact that the flanges cannot be classified as the material yield strength is 

greater than 460MPa. In all instances, the web is classified as class 1. or compact, 

under all three design codes. 

Table 4.6 Flange and Web Width to Thickness (bit) Ratios for 2m Beams 

Combination Beam Flange (700MPa) Web 

(248.4Mpa) 

SANS/LRFD Eurocode 

0 HYB4-2 
16.7 16.3 36.0 

1 HYB4-2-1 
10 9.8 36.0 

2 HYB4-2-2 
6.7 6.5 36.0 

3 HYB4-2-3 
8.3 8.2 45.0 

4 HYB4-2-4 
8.3 8.0 22.5 

5 HYB4-2-5 
8.3 7.9 18.0 

Table 4.7 Flange and Web Width to Thickness (bit) Ratios for 4m Beams 

Combination Beam Flange (700MPa) Web 

(248.4MPa) 

SANS/LRFD Eurocode 

0 HYB4-4 
10.0 9.6 37.5 

1 HYB4-4-1 
6.7 6.3 30.0 

2 HYB4-4-2 
5.0 4.8 37.5 

3 HYB4-4-3 
5.0 4.7 25.0 

4 HYB4-4-4 
5.0 4.7 23.1 

5 HYB4-4-5 
5.0 4.7 21.4 
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4.2.2 ABAQUS Results 

The data extracted from the AHAQCS analyses was used to plot eurv~s of the load 

per unit !enb'th. ill, versus the midspan detlection, d. Under normal circumstances the 

moment, !IS calculated by the equation AI = "'~ ' (for a simply sLipponed beam acting 

under a uniformly distributed load), would be plotted against deflection or eurvatLire. 

However. this formula is valid only within the dastic region and the moment

deflection rcspons~ curve would ne~d to be truncated. Using load-detlectiun curve 

enables the entire progreso of the analysis to be captured, even when the beam 

response beeum~s !'IUn-linear. In the same token, values of curvatur~ could not be 

extraet~d as the approximated simple support cunditiun. did not permit 

thi •. 

, ,--~-
, . ~ "" .. , '" 

· _"·lrno ... , 
. " ... ,"'-->-, 
"',><=-~) 

. "'·><= 1_ • 
• ",",=0-"-, .... "".," 

Figure 4.1 Comparison ofLoad-Detlection Response for 2m Hybrid Beams with V.rying 
Flangc and Web Thickneso 

Whcn plotted as a function of the load per unit lellb>th. (J), and midspan deflection, d, 

the AI3AQUS r~sults for (h~ 2m beams ( Fib'llre 4.1) predict that AE-HYB4-2-5, 

which has the smallest bit ratio of web and the second least slcnder flanges, ",,'ill he 

able tu carry the greatest load. rhis same beam was the only one to reach its flange 

yield moment. AE-HYB4-2-3, with the most slend~r web, and AE-HYB4-2, with the 

most slender tlanges, will carr)' the least 1000d. 
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' M-''''' ,., 
.A>.HI ... ... ...... "' ... ,., 

Figu,"" 42 Comparison ofLoad-l1ctlcction Rcspons~ ror 4m Hybrid Beam, with Varying 
Flange and Web Thickness 

Within the 4m beam series shown in Figure 4.2, ABAQUS results indicate that AE

HYB4-4-1. with a flange bit roltio of 6.7 and web bit ratio of 30, will carry the greatest 

load. V,'hat could be termed the 'mo.,·r complicr seClion' in relative tenns manages to 

sustain an ultimate load that is appreciably less than that of AE-HYB4-4-1. 

furthermore, AE-HYB4-4-1 and AE-HYB4-4 were the only two beams to reach their 

flange yield and yield moments, respectively. This suggests that simpl)' designing 

stockier thicker flanges and webs will oot necessarily equate to a larger ultimate 

strength in bending. AE-HYB4-4-2 will carry the least load as it has a width-thickness 

ratio of web equal to 37. Cerlain anal)'ses (Figure 4.1 and 4.2) terminated prematurely 

due to ditliclilties in convergence. This was possibly due to thick flanges and webs 

which increased model stiffness. 

figure 4.3 shows a visllal taken at the end of the analysis. Since the beam consists of 

two different materials the fact that the web has e~ceeded it material yield stress is not 

imrnt:diately clear by simpl)' referring to the colour lcgend. Clo~r inspection of the 

:vtises stress values themsel ves is "",<:essary. 
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Figu,," 4.3 ~how,> a vi~ual extracted at the la~t load increment. At this stage, the 

bonom flange '>t,,",>~es are between 400MPa and 50QMPa a'> seen from the key in the 

figure. This implies that the tension flange has already reached iL~ material )'ield 

strenb>th and is now unabk to sustain further loads. The web will also have reached its 

)'idd stress and is in plastification. The eompres,>ion flange is just reaching its yield 

stress at this point. Theoretically the tension and compression flanges Sholild yield at 

the same '>tress. In practice, the compression flange can potentially yield at higher 

stres'>e'> if local buck ling i~ prevented. 

What is immediately clear from Figure 4.3 is that the starts to buckle near the supports 

where the shear has a maximwn value (due to the distrihuted transverse load). This 

effect is magnified in AE-HYH4-2-3 which has the mo'>t '>lender weh (width

thickne~s 1"".I1io of 45) bUl i'> aloo evident in Figllre~ 4.4 and 4.5. 

Figure 4.3 Stress Dislrihl,tion in Hybrid Beam AE·HYB4·2-3 
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[-igUT" 4.4 SITe", llistTiOOti(l{) in Hybrid Berun .'IE -IIY1l4- 2- \ 

,L' ."" ~" - " ''"' '' -' . u __ " ,~ ""' ~.=,~_'" •. • 

'' '' ~'T' 
J:'~~ i~ .. :-.; ,"-,. .L_ 
~~.~. ~., ... ,~~,." ... ",~ 

Figure 4,5 SIlL"" Ili ,lribuli(l{) in Hybrid B.a111 'I l -IIYfl4- 2-2 
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Loss of s..~tion height due to ,hear buckling i, deDlomtmted in l·igurc 4.6. J'lang,c 

Imckling i, not c"i,km in tflc 2m beams but can b~ obserwd 11l the 4m b~ams ill 

Figures 4.7 and 4.8. 

.... ~ '~"N _ __,,~ , , _, _ ,_ """ ~ _~ " .H. ,, ___ , _ _ 
L 

_." ~ .. --no.' - -, 

~ .... ~ , .... _ _ ", ... ...,c. • ,," 

!c.l!::l.'t., '. '~:\._., _ , .• " •••• , ".---.,~ 

figure 4 ~ L()I;'; of Sec lion Ikighlln Hyb-riJ Beam "bHYll4·2·2 

, 
I 

Figure 4.7 Ilock li ng in H yhrid 8e,lm AE-HYIl4-4-5 
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"" ,~,-, "'-- "" >- ,-" . ,, ~ 
;:~,:::;;, >I ·>;:;.~~>~ ,,~. ,~ .. , " _ ..,, 

Figu,", 4.8 Flange Buckling ill Hyocid Beam AE-IIY 134-4-5 

4.2.3 Theoretical Numerical Results 

Th~ analj1ical data formed the basis of this portion of the work. Yield. M". and 

plastic. Mp. moments for the homogeneous b~arns w~r~ calculated very simply from 

ela~tic theory equations. Values of web yield moment, M;,~, flange yield moment, 

My(, and theoretic pla~tic moment, Mp, were calculated for the hybrid beams as 

described in Section 3.3. The characteristic moments wen: ~valuated at midspan. 

Spreadsheets were used to carry out the calculations and are included in Table 4,8 

below. Cur1ie ~ of moment. M, versu~ rotation, j( • were th~n construct~d. Moment

curvature, rather than moment-deflection or load-deflection, cures were opted for as 

the beams were hypothetical and, therefore, had 00 actual loads or deflections. 
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Table 4.8 Calculation of Moments for Hybrid Beams ofYarying Flange and Web Thickness 
anal sis d/2 (m) tf tw el. core at bottom tra . Cent. A1 A2 A3 
AE-HYB4-2-1 0.1 0.01 0.005 0.035485714 630 0.004912281 2000 272.5714286 177.4285714 
AE-HYB4-2-2 0.105 0.015 0.005 0.03726 600 0.007307692 3000 263.7 186.3 
AE-HYB4-2-3 0.102 0.012 0.004 0.036195429 617.6470588 0.005875 2400 215.2182857 144.7817143 
AE-HYB4-2-4 0.102 0.012 0.008 0.036195429 617.6470588 0.005875 2400 430.4365714 289.5634286 
AE-HYB4-2-5 0.102 0.012 0.01 0.036195429 617.6470588 0.005875 2400 538.0457143 361.9542857 

AE-HYB4-4-1 0.165 0.015 0.01 0.058551429 636.3636364 0.007380952 3000 914.4857143 585.5142857 
AE-HYB4-4-2 0.17 0.02 0.008 0.060325714 617.6470588 0.009791667 4000 717.3942857 482.6057143 
AE-HYB4-4-3 0.17 0.02 0.012 0.060325714 617.6470588 0.009791667 4000 1076.091429 723.9085714 
AE-HYB4-4-4 0.17 0.02 0.013 0.060325714 617.6470588 0.009791667 4000 1165.765714 784.2342857 
AE-HYB4-4-5 0.17 0.02 0.014 0.060325714 617.6470588 0.009791667 4000 1255.44 844.56 

(Continued) 
y1 y2 y3 c1 c2 c3 Myf Mp P K=1/p 
0.190175439 0.125485714 0.047314286 1330 67.70674286 22.03662857 262.4722097 276.0602 30 0.033333333 
0.195384615 0.12726 0.04968 1950 65.50308 23.13846 390.4854407 419.5602 31.5 0.031746032 

0.19225 0.126195429 0.048260571 1581 . 176471 53.46022217 17.98188891 311.5954284 330.60816 30.6 0.032679739 
0.19225 0.126195429 0.048260571 1581.176471 106.9204443 35.96377783 319.2096802 338.65632 30.6 0.032679739 
0.19225 0.126195429 0.048260571 1581.176471 133.6505554 44.95472229 323.0168062 342.6804 30.6 0.032679739 

0.315238095 0.208551429 0.078068571 2004.545455 227.1582514 72.72087429 684.9604835 717.39 49.5 0.02020202 
0.320416667 0.210325714 0.080434286 2635.294118 178.2007406 59.93962971 886.6935562 940.712 51 0.019607843 
0.320416667 0.210325714 0.080434286 2635.294118 267.3011109 89.90944457 907.8442559 963.068 51 0.019607843 
0.320416667 0.210325714 0.080434286 2635.294118 289.5762034 97.40189829 913.1319308 968.657 51 0.019607843 
0.320416667 0.210325714 0.080434286 2635.294118 311.851296 104.894352 918.4196057 974.246 51 0.019607843 
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(Continued) 
p K=11p uftop e. core trap centre area 1 area3 lever 1 lever3 ce 1 
0.845410628 1.182857143 276 0.09 0.004912281 2000 450 0.190175439 0.12 524.4 
0.845410628 1.182857143 289.8 0.09 0.007307692 3000 450 0.195384615 0.12 807.3 
0.845410628 1.182857143 281.52 0.09 0.005875 2400 360 0.19225 0.12 635.904 
0.845410628 1.182857143 281.52 0.09 0.005875 2400 720 0.19225 0.12 635.904 
0.845410628 1.182857143 281.52 0.09 0.005875 2400 900 0.19225 0.12 635.904 

0.845410628 1.182857143 273.24 0.15 0.007380952 3000 1500 0.315238095 0.2 782.46 
0.845410628 1.182857143 281.52 0.15 0.009791667 4000 1200 0.320416667 0.2 1059.84 
0.845410628 1.182857143 281.52 0.15 0.009791667 4000 1800 0.320416667 0.2 1059.84 
0.845410628 1.182857143 281.52 0.15 0.009791667 4000 1950 0.320416667 0.2 1059.84 
0.845410628 1.182857143 281.52 0.15 0.009791667 4000 2100 0.320416667 0.2 1059.84 

(Continued) 
ce 3 M ryw p 1/, K= rp 

55.89 106.4348 76.0869565 0.01314286 
55.89 164.4408 76.0869565 0.01314286 

44.712 127.617984 76.0869565 0.01314286 
89.424 132.983424 76.0869565 0.01314286 
111.78 135.666144 76.0869565 0.01314286 

186.3 283.9212 126.811594 0.00788571 
149.04 369.3984 126.811594 0.00788571 
223.56 384.3024 126.811594 0.00788571 
242.19 388.0284 126.811594 0.00788571 
260.82 391.7544 126.811594 0.00788571 
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The spreadsheet data Table 4.8 is further summarised in Table 4.9. Curves for the 

analytical section were constructed using two reference points for homogeneous 

beams. and three for hybrids. 

Table 4.9 Summary of Analytical Data for Hybrid Beams with Varying Flange and Web 
Thicknesses 

Analysis Mlyw (kNm) M1yr(kNm) Mlp(kNm) 

AE-HYB4-2-1 106.4 262.5 276.1 
AE-HYB4-2-2 164.4 390.5 419.6 
AE-HYB4-2-3 127.6 311.6 330.6 
AE-HYB4-2-4 133.0 319.2 338.7 
AE-HYB4-2-5 135.7 323.0 342.7 

AE-HYB4-4-1 283.9 685.0 717.4 
AE-HYB4-4-2 369.4 886.7 940.74 
AE-HYB4-4-3 384.3 907.8 963.1 
AE-HYB4-4-4 388.0 913.1 968.7 
AE-HYB4-4-5 391.8 918.4 974.2 

1 All moments calculated at the centre of the span 

Figures 4.9 and 4.1 0 show that web yielding tends not to introduce any high levels of 

nonlinearity and. to all intents and purposes, the plots are linear up until the flange 

yield moment. It is also clear that in order for the plastic moment to be attained, very 

large curvatures are required. Dashed lines are used to indicate that areas of the plot 

have been truncated in order to accommodate the large curvatures. 
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Figure 4.9 Comparison of Analytical Results for the Moment-Curvature Response of 
2m Hybrid Beams with Varying Flange and Web Thickness 
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Figure 4.10 Comparison of Analytical Results for the Moment-Curvature Response of 
4m Hybrid Beams with Varying Flange and Web Thickness 
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Analytical results indicated that AE-HYB4-2-2, with the least slender flanges, would 

be able to sustain larger moments. AE-HYB4-2, with the most slender flanges, would 

carry the least moment. AE-HYB4-4-5 and AE-HYB4-4 would achieve the greatest 

and least moments, respectively. 

4.2.4 Summary of Results 

All curves generated using the ABAQUS data are nonlinear in nature and, even within 

the elastic range, tended to overestimate the deflections of the members when 

compared to those deflections calculated from elastic theory equations. While there 

were no difficulties associated with the homogeneous members, the hybrid beam 

analyses tended to stop quite abruptly, possibly due to convergence problems. 

Focussing only on the beams with the highest and lowest carrying capacities gives the 

impression that the ABAQUS and analytical results are contradictory. However, when 

beams of equal length are ranked in order of decreasing load carrying capacity, it 

becomes clear that both sets of results show relatively similar trends. 

Closer inspection of the beams with identical web width to thickness ratios showed 

that beams with less slender flanges could sustain greater loads and moments in both 

the ABAQUS and analytical results. This was true for both beam lengths. The 

opposite was also true i.e. for the same flange width to thickness ratio; beams with 

less slender webs could carry greater loads. Again, this was true for both sets of 

results. 
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4.3 Influence of Length on Bending Behaviour 

4.3.1 Introduction 

A total of fifteen Hybrid 4 (HYB4) beams can be generated when all the steel grades, 

A to F, are paired in different flange and web combinations. When both 2m and 4m 

lengths are considered, thirty Hybrid 4 beams are then realised. This part of the study 

was specifically aimed at finding any changes in the bending behaviour of the hybrids 

as length increased. 

4.3.1.1 Model Data 

Dimensional properties of the beams are given in Table 4.10. 

Table 4.10 Flange and Web Dimensions for Hybrid Beams to be Investigated for the 
I fl f L h B d' B h . n uence 0 engt on en mg e avIOUf 

Beam bf(mm) tf (mm) hw (mm) tw (mm) Depth of 

Length Section, d 

2m 200 6 180 5 192 

4m 200 10 300 8 320 

4.3.2 ABAQUS Results 

4.3.2.1 Two Metre Beams with 350MPa Flanges 

The curves were presented in such a fashion that the behaviour of each hybrid was 

plotted on the same axes as the homogeneous beams made up of the web and flange 

material. For example, beam AF-HYB4-2 was plotted against A-HOM-2 and F

HOM-2. 

The load-deflection curves for all 2m beams arc highly non-linear and essentially all 

have the same basic shape. Each hybrid beam could sustain a load greater than that 

which causes flange yielding but most of the analyses did not run to completion 

because of convergence problems. Only the hybrid beams CD-HYB4-2 (Figure 4.26) 

and DE-HYB4-2 (Figure 4.35) began to unload since the constituent steels had yield 

strengths which were close and, On the other hand, all the homogeneous beams 

reached their ultimate load and, thereafter, unloaded abruptly. 
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ri gure 4.1 5 COml>.1ris(M\ of the L(>.1d-Detlection ReslXHl,e bet",,,,,,, AC -HYB4-2 and 
Eq"i""irot HOillOg""'-'<lU< s"dio'b A-HOM-2 and C -HOM·" 

In (he typical hyhrid beams. material yielding ,tam at tm, c entr~ "fthe 'pan. in lhe 

portion of the web tllat is in tension. Th is 7{)lle ofyidding then progress,,, t"ward, the 

"eb centre "hde. sim"lla"""",l". th~ knsion flang. mal~rial ,lart> y;.,ltling The 

c"mpr."jon flange, haw mUch Io".r ,ue".> ,I uring m",l of lhe loacilllg stage. 
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!'igure 4,21 Str"" Distri\><,(ion in Hyhrid He.llll AD-IIYIH-2 

Buckle, appear at tho;; edgcs of Ihc webs and these gradually bewllle ,iiagunal: 

rescmhling those huelle, which o~~ur when thcr~ is tension fL eid acti,," ill the v,eb, 

I'igur~s 4,22 alld 4.JO shov, mJlerial yidding in the len,ion flange "here II-.e,e 

diagunal bucJ..ks erl(\ , U'llaliy tensi"n fiekl action i, takcn Intu account where lhere 

are stiffeners but il may be thai Ih,- higher strength steel in tl-.e flanges plays a similar 

role to .Iiffeners in ,liJlcJk;,i beams. 

FIgure 4.22 Slrc" Di,lrib<J(ion in Hyhrid fkam AD-IIYIH-2 
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Figure 427 Flang" Ilucklittg itt Ilyhrid Ik~m CD·HYB4·2 

At the end of loading, hybrid beams whose constituent metals have yield stresses 

which an;, fairly close as in ocams CD-HYB4-2 (Figures 4.27and 4.28), CE-HYB4-2 

(Figure 4.34) and DE-HYB4-2 (Figure -1.36) exhibit asymmetrical flange buckling. 

Although lateral torsional buckling was flOt considere<.l, oul-oJ~pJane movements of 

the llange was observed n Sflmc beams. This is accompanied by widespread yielding 

of llangcs and weh. This pattern of stress distribution and instability is also evident ill 

all homogeneous 2 bernll5 (Figures 4.37 and 4.38). 

Figure 4.28 Lmal Flange Displacement in Ilyhrid Beam CD·I!YB4·2 
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rigure 4.29 C ompa';"", of lilo Load·1 klk,li"" RC'I''''',e belween AE-HYB4-2 and 

[qui,'alent llomogelleou, Section., A-HOM·2 and f-:·HOM·2 

'H ,_ " "" " '~ ~ .. ". 

Figure 4.30 Stre" Distribution i" H)' bdd Hoarn AE-H Y H4 ·2 
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Figure 4.34 Stress Distribution in llyb rid Ream CE-HYB4-2 
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N_m .. ·, 

,. .... ,. " 

Figure 4.35 Comparison of the Load-Deflection Re,pons~ hetween DE-II YB~-2 and 
~:4ui,'alcn( HunlOg"nco,,, S<;Clion, I)· HOM·2 and E·HO\l':' 

With thc nigher ,tmnglh 'l~d in th~ flange,_ ln~ ,v.b, of tm, hybrid heam, 

comm.nced yielding fir>! and thi, "as evident in all but one of the _'pecimens. The 

hybrid in que_'tion, DE_HYIl4·2 (figures 4.15 and 4.36), is composed of 700MPa 

/lang"' and a 6'JOMPa web atod behaves more a like hOlllo]lcncou' \>cam than a h)brid 

\>ccause th" steel grades were nearly "quivaicnt. Th" ticvdopmell1 of stresses aCrOSS 

the bc;am cro,,-,~ction wa, ,imilar to that of a hOlllogeneou, lllember. "ith initial 

flange yidding 

Figure 4.% Flange Buck I in g in H;-bri d Beam DE _IIY B4-2 
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~,J.2.6 Four l\I~lrf" Beums ,,;Ih JSO:\IP" Fla nge, 
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" " co, ,. , ." , " .. .. " ....... , 
figure 439 ComroriS!m orlne I o"J-I k 11ection Re,ponse f>el"een AF-HYB4-4 "",I 

Equivalent Ilomogetleous Section., A · H() ~1 ·4 :lid F·H()~ '· 4 

Di'triiJtLlion itl II 
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Fig ure 4.41 COm pJll son ofr".. 1.r>aJ· l)cnection Rc,ptm,e \>otwccn AB·II YB4· 4 and 
Equ,,·nit'J1t 1 kl'nogen('~u, Sections A·HOM'" and Il·HOM .... 

I"h e l "ad .d ~l1 e.tl o lt c ur~ c, for IOC 4", beam, ar~ more rounded in ,1131'1'. The lood 

M.~a,..\ I:n"luall~ "hh \\1) . ud<kn , hang~ in ~ radi e nt. lLnli~e It..; lypjc~12m b.:am 

lo."I·,ldl""l il'n curve 
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~ ig lLr~ 4.42 Co mpar iooJl of Ut~ l.o.J. I)"nccrion Re,fXlTI'>C bc!Wc\'1l Bf ·]]YB4· 4 nnd 
E4"i ,." I"" , 1 k)1no~oencou ! Section.; B·]jOM·4 and r ·1I0M·4 
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Figur~ 4.49 Sir"" iJi,(ribuli<:", in H)'hrid fkam OF-HYB4-4 

Beams HF_IIYrl..J._4 and DF-HYB4-4 (Figure, 4.43 and 4.49) shov> J lateral 

m()\'em~nl (If the fl ange which is al~pical of the rc,l of lh~ !:>oemm Perhaps this may 

be an indicalion o[,om" pe~uliJri~ in tfk, material data for steel I' 
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DE·HYB.t·.t (hg:lII~' 4.57 [o.t 59) again do"s no[ f>ehave like [fie usual hybrid karns 

as ;.ielding begins in [he fI""gc s. 

,,,~, ,. '" ~".""- " .... •. -<,~ 

Figur~ .t.SS Sir"", Dimil>mion it> Hybrid I3eam LJ E·HYI:I44 

Figu re 4.5\1 Flange Rucki in g in II;. brid Beam D]-.-IIY B44 
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Figure .t, 6{1 rlange Buckling in Be,." D-I!Or>1 4 

, 
I 

rigure 4.6 I Verti cal r lange B LJC~ling in H~ h<-id Beam HC_HV 114 _4 

At the end of loading, the ~am' load a diSli ttct V -shape. The r",mation of the plastic 

hinges at midspan is fac ilitated by tens;(}" flange y ielding over a wide area and 

hucll ing "flhe comprc'sion flange. 
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Figure 4 62 n.lllg~ BlICLlin~ in Beam 1l_IIO\1_4 

While the 2m hearn, have wido>pread yielding of !lange, ami ..... eb over the entire 

""am, the homogeneolls 4m beams ha,'e local ;,cd regi"'" of material} ie Idi ng at the 

centre or the 'pan a, ,flOwn ill Figure 4.M!. Venical flang~ buckling i, al,o evident , 

Most "fthe 4m hyhrids haw a SIre" di>lrihu!i<ln and instabiJi(~ reminiscent oftha! in 

th~ hOmog~"eoll' 4m heam (e ,g. figure 4,58 and ..\ ,61) , 

, 
J 

__ w' ._ ,.n .. " 
~. ,_ .• .., ' "_ 'n~~ 'H"" , ,., ..... .. , M " "' " ..- ,",._ ~_ .. " , _. 

f igure ..\.63 l-loo!;e Buckl in!; in Beam C-HO~t-4 
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4.3.3 Summary of ABAQUS Results 
When the load-deflection response of an unstiffened hybrid beam is plotted against 

the load-deflection responses of the two parent steels, it is seen that, although the 

hybrids are not able to carry the same loads as the homogeneous higher strength 

member, they can still carry far more loading than the homogeneous lower strength 

member. 

One generalisation would be that for the same load, the hybrid will experience larger 

midspan deflections than the homogeneous beam of the higher strength material. As 

the web commences to and continues yielding, the effective moment of inertia to 

resist bending decreases. 

While the 2m beams tend to fail by yielding, the 4m beams buckle. In both beam 

lengths, hybrids with flange and web steels that are close in value show Mises stress 

distributions and instability resembling those appearing in homogeneous members. 

All 2m beams had imperfection seeds introduced into the model in the form of initial 

displacements of element nodes. These imperfections influenced the progress of the 

analysis and the subsequent failure of the beams. This is particularly evident in the 

asymmetrical Mises stress distributions and flange/web displacements of the 2m 

beams. The 4m beams showed more symmetrical Mises stress distributions as no 

imperfection seeds were introduced. 
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4.3.4 Theoretical Numerical Results 

The spreadsheets containing calculations of the homogeneous and hybrid yield and 

plastic moments can be found in Tables 4.11 to 4.13. This information, summarised in 

Tables 4.14 and 4.15, was then used to construct the moment-curvature plots in 

Figures 4.64 to 4.93. 

Tables 4.14 and 4.15 illustrate the fact that all beams with identical webs, i.e. the 

same web steel, will have equal web yield moments. In the same token, for all hybrids 

with the same flange material, the contribution that the flange steel makes at Mvf is 

constant. The remainder of the strength is, therefore, contributed by the web which 

means Myf increases with increasing web yield stress. 

Confirmation that the flange yield moment is a suitable characteristic strength for 

hybrid beams is given by the fact that the difference (in kNm) between the flange 

yield moment Myf. and the plastic moment Mp, is very small(Tables 4.14 and 4.15). 

this is especially true for the 2m beams. At the plastic moment the gain in strength 

from the flange yield is only 3.2% for AE-HYB4-2 and a maximum of 6.5% for BC

HYB4-2. DE-HYB4-2 experiences a strength gain of 8.3% while the homogeneous 

beams would gain approximately 9.1 % more strength at the plastic moment. 
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Table 4.11 Calculation of Yield and Plastic Moments for Homogeneous Beams 

ana/rsis a bf(m2 tf hw tw d I (mm42 Z (mm32 Ml 
A-HOM-2 248.4 0.2 0.006 0.18 0.005 0.192 23194800 263700 60.016545 
F-HOM-2 350 0.2 0.006 0.18 0.005 0.192 23194800 263700 84.564375 
8-HOM-2 460 0.2 0.006 0.18 0.005 0.192 23194800 263700 111.14175 
C-HOM-2 550 0.2 0.006 0.18 0.005 0.192 23194800 263700 132.886875 
D-HOM-2 690 0.2 0.006 0.18 0.005 0.192 23194800 263700 166.712625 
E-HOM-2 700 0.2 0.006 0.18 0.005 0.192 23194800 263700 169.12875 

A-HOM-4 248.4 0.2 0.01 0.3 0.008 0.32 114133333.3 800000 177.192 
F-HOM-4 350 0.2 0.01 0.3 0.008 0.32 114133333.3 800000 249.6666667 
8-HOM-4 460 0.2 0.01 0.3 0.008 0.32 114133333.3 800000 328.1333333 
C-HOM-4 550 0.2 0.01 0.3 0.008 0.32 114133333.3 800000 392.3333333 
D-HOM-4 690 0.2 0.01 0.3 0.008 0.32 114133333.3 800000 492.2 

E-HOM-4 700 0.2 0.01 0.3 0.008 0.32 114133333.3 800000 499.3333333 

(Continued) 
M qp p a lY, ( t M ) K= P P a P ( t M ) K= Ip 

65.50308 81 .15942029 0.012321429 0.845410628 1.182857143 
92.295 57.6 0.017361111 0.6 1.666666667 

121.302 43.82608696 0.02281746 0.456521739 2.19047619 
145.035 36.65454545 0.027281746 0.381818182 2.619047619 
181.953 29.2173913 0.03422619 0.304347826 3.285714286 

184.59 28.8 0.034722222 0.3 3.333333333 

198.72 135.2657005 0.007392857 0.845410628 1.182857143 
280 96 0.010416667 0.6 1.666666667 
368 73.04347826 0.013690476 0.456521739 2.19047619 
440 61 .09090909 0.016369048 0.381818182 2.619047619 
552 48.69565217 0.020535714 0.304347826 3.285714286 

560 48 0.020833333 0.3 3.333333333 
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Table 4. I 2 Calculation of Flange Yield and Plastic Moments for 2m Hybrid Beams 

anal sis af (M a) afbottom aw el. Core tra . Cent. A1 A2 A3 1 
AE-HYB4-2 700 656.25 248.4 0.034066286 0.002967742 1200 279.6685714 170.3314286 0.186064516 
EF-HYB4-2 700 656.25 350 0.048 0.002967742 1200 210 240 0.186064516 
BE-HYB4-2 700 656.25 460 0.063085714 0.002967742 1200 134.5714286 315.4285714 0.186064516 
CE-HYB4-2 700 656.25 550 0.075428571 0.002967742 1200 72.85714286 377.1428571 0.186064516 
AD-HYB4-2 690 646.875 248.4 0.03456 0.002967742 1200 277.2 172.8 0.186064516 
DF-HYB4-2 690 646.875 350 0.048695652 0.002967742 1200 206.5217391 243.4782609 0.186064516 
BD-HYB4-2 690 646.875 460 0.064 0.002967742 1200 130 320 0.186064516 
CD-HYB4-2 690 646.875 550 0.076521739 0.002967742 1200 67.39130435 382.6086957 0.186064516 
AC-HYB4-2 550 515.625 248.4 0.043357091 0.002967742 1200 233.2145455 216.7854545 0.186064516 
CF-HYB4-2 550 515.625 350 0.061090909 0.002967742 1200 144.5454545 305.4545455 0.186064516 
BC-HYB4-2 550 515.625 460 0.080290909 0.002967742 1200 48.54545455 401.4545455 0.186064516 
AB-HYB4-2 460 431.25 248.4 0.05184 0.002967742 1200 190.8 259.2 0.186064516 
BF-HYB4-2 460 431.25 350 0.073043478 0.002967742 1200 84.7826087 365.2173913 0.186064516 

AF-HYB4-2 350 328.125 248.4 0.068132571 0.002967742 1200 109.3371429 340.6628571 0.186064516 

(Continued) 
y2 y3 c1 c2 c3 Myf Mp P (at Myf) K=1/p P (at Mp) 
0.124066286 0.045421714 813.75 69.46967314 21.15516343 160.9897481 166.3002 28.8 0.034722222 0.845410628 

0.138 0.064 813.75 73.5 42 164.241 170.415 28.8 0.034722222 0.6 
0.153085714 0.084114286 813.75 61.90285714 72.54857143 166.9888144 174.87 28.8 0.034722222 0.456521739 
0.165428571 0.100571429 813.75 40.07142857 103.7142857 168.4696531 178.515 28.8 0.034722222 0.381818182 

0.12456 0.04608 802.125 68.85648 21.46176 158.812721 164.0682 29.2173913 0.03422619 0.845410628 
0.138695652 0.064927536 802.125 72.2826087 42.60869565 162.0387612 168.183 29.2173913 0.03422619 0.6 

0.154 0.085333333 802.125 59.8 73.6 164.7367333 172.638 29.2173913 0.03422619 0.456521739 
0.166521739 0.102028986 802.125 37.06521739 105.2173913 166.1543882 176.283 29.2173913 0.03422619 0.381818182 
0.133357091 0.057809455 639.375 57.93049309 26.92475345 128.2469473 132.8202 36.65454545 0.027281746 0.845410628 
0.151090909 0.081454545 639.375 50.59090909 53.45454545 130.9629421 136.935 36.65454545 0.027281746 0.6 
0.170290909 0.107054545 639.375 22.33090909 92.33454545 132.6525836 141.39 36.65454545 0.027281746 0.456521739 

0.14184 0.06912 534.75 47.39472 32.19264 108.4456224 112.7322 43.82608696 0.02281746 0.845410628 
0.163043478 0.097391304 534.75 29.67391304 63.91304348 110.5607127 116.847 43.82608696 0.02281746 0.6 

0.158132571 0.090843429 406.875 27.15934629 42.31 032686 83.84339242 88.1802 57.6 0.017361111 0.845410628 
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(Continued) 
K=1/p cnto e. core tra centre area 1 area3 lever 1 lever3 ce 1 ce3 
1.182857143 264.96 0.09 0.002967742 1200 450 0.186064516 0.12 308.016 55.89 
1.666666667 373.3333333 0.09 0.002967742 1200 450 0.186064516 0.12 434 78.75 
2.19047619 490.6666667 0.09 0.002967742 1200 450 0.186064516 0.12 570.4 103.5 

2.619047619 586.6666667 0.09 0.002967742 1200 450 0.186064516 0.12 682 123.75 
1.182857143 264.96 0.09 0.002967742 1200 450 0.186064516 0.12 308.016 55.89 
1.666666667 373.3333333 0.09 0.002967742 1200 450 0.186064516 0.12 434 78.75 
2.19047619 490.6666667 0.09 0.002967742 1200 450 0.186064516 0.12 570.4 103.5 

2.619047619 586.6666667 0.09 0.002967742 1200 450 0.186064516 0.12 682 123.75 
1.182857143 264.96 0.09 0.002967742 1200 450 0.186064516 0.12 308.016 55.89 
1.666666667 373.3333333 0.09 0.002967742 1200 450 0.186064516 0.12 434 78.75 
2.19047619 490.6666667 0.09 0.002967742 1200 450 0.186064516 0.12 570.4 103.5 

1.182857143 264.96 0.09 0.002967742 1200 450 0.186064516 0.12 308.016 55.89 
1.666666667 373.3333333 0.09 0.002967742 1200 450 0.186064516 0.12 434 78.75 

1.182857143 264.96 0.09 0.002967742 1200 450 0.186064516 0.12 308.016 55.89 

(Continued) 
M ryw ( t M p a yw 1/, K= P 

64.017648 76.0869565 0.01314286 
90.202 54 0.01851852 

118.5512 41.0869565 0.02433862 
141.746 34.3636364 0.02910053 

64.017648 76.0869565 0.01314286 
90.202 54 0.01851852 

118.5512 41.0869565 0.02433862 
141.746 34.3636364 0.02910053 

64.017648 76.0869565 0.01314286 
90.202 54 0.01851852 

118.5512 41.0869565 0.02433862 
64.017648 76.0869565 0.01314286 

90.202 54 0.01851852 
64.017648 76.0869565 0.01314286 
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Table 4.13 Calculation of Flange Yield and Plastic Moments for 4m Hybrid Beams 

anal sis of(M a) afbottom ow el. Core tra . Cent. A1 A2 A3 1 
AE-HYB4-4 700 656.25 248.4 0.056777143 0.004946237 2000 745.7828571 454.2171429 0.310107527 
EF-HYB4-4 700 656.25 350 0.08 0.004946237 2000 560 640 0.310107527 
BE-HYB4-4 700 656.25 460 0.105142857 0.004946237 2000 358.8571429 841.1428571 0.310107527 
CE-HYB4-4 700 656.25 550 0.125714286 0.004946237 2000 194.2857143 1005.714286 0.310107527 
AD-HYB4-4 690 646.875 248.4 0.0576 0.004946237 2000 739.2 460.8 0.310107527 
DF-HYB4-4 690 646.875 350 0.08115942 0.004946237 2000 550.7246377 649.2753623 0.310107527 
BD-HYB4-4 690 646.875 460 0.106666667 0.004946237 2000 346.6666667 853.3333333 0.310107527 
CD-HYB4-4 690 646.875 550 0.127536232 0.004946237 2000 179.7101449 1020.289855 0.310107527 
AC-HYB4-4 550 515.625 248.4 0.072261818 0.004946237 2000 621.9054545 578.0945455 0.310107527 
CF-HYB4-4 550 515.625 350 0.101818182 0.004946237 2000 385.4545455 814.5454545 0.310107527 
BC-HYB4-4 550 515.625 460 0.133818182 0.004946237 2000 129.4545455 1070.545455 0.310107527 
AB-HYB4-4 460 431.25 248.4 0.0864 0.004946237 2000 508.8 691.2 0.310107527 
BF-HYB4-4 460 431.25 350 0.12173913 0.004946237 2000 226.0869565 973.9130435 0.310107527 
AF-HYB4-4 350 328.125 248.4 0.113554286 0.004946237 2000 291.5657143 908.4342857 0.310107527 

(Continued) 
y2 y3 c1 c2 c3 My( Mp P (at Myf) K=1/p P (at Mp) 
0.206777143 0.075702857 1356.25 185.2524617 56.41376914 463.1599916 478.712 48 0.020833333 0.845410628 

0.23 0.106666667 1356.25 196 112 477.61 497 48 0.020833333 0.6 
0.255142857 0.140190476 1356.25 165.0742857 193.4628571 489.8225083 516.8 48 0.020833333 0.456521739 
0.275714286 0.167619048 1356.25 106.8571429 276.5714286 496.4040136 533 48 0.020833333 0.381818182 

0.2076 0.0768 1336.875 183.61728 57.23136 457.0893158 472.512 48.69565217 0.020535714 0.845410628 
0.23115942 0.10821256 1336.875 192.7536232 113.6231884 471.4272719 490.8 48.69565217 0.020535714 0.6 

0.256666667 0.142222222 1336.875 159.4666667 196.2666667 483.4182593 510.6 48.69565217 0.020535714 0.456521739 
0.277536232 0.170048309 1336.875 98.84057971 280.5797101 489.7189473 526.8 48.69565217 0.020535714 0.381818182 
0.222261818 0.096349091 1065.625 154.4813149 71.79934255 371.7114326 385.712 61.09090909 0.016369048 0.845410628 
0.251818182 0.135757576 1065.625 134.9090909 142.5454545 383.7825207 404 61 .09090909 0.016369048 0.6 
0.283818182 0.178424242 1065.625 59.54909091 246.2254545 391.2920382 423.8 61 .09090909 0.016369048 0.456521739 

0.2364 0.1152 891.25 126.38592 85.84704 316.1505438 329.912 73.04347826 0.013690476 0.845410628 
0.27173913 0.162318841 891.25 79.13043478 170.4347826 325.5509452 348.2 73.04347826 0.013690476 0.6 

0.263554286 0.151405714 678.125 72.42492343 112.8275383 246.4622997 261.712 96 0.010416667 0.845410628 
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(Continued) 
K=1/p afto e. core tra centre area 1 area3 lever 1 lever3 ce 1 ce 3 
1.182857143 264.96 0.15 0.004946237 2000 1200 0.310107527 0.2 513.36 149.04 
1.666666667 373.3333333 0.15 0.004946237 2000 1200 0.310107527 0.2 723.3333333 210 
2.19047619 490.6666667 0.15 0.004946237 2000 1200 0.310107527 0.2 950.6666667 276 

2.619047619 586.6666667 0.15 0.004946237 2000 1200 0.310107527 0.2 1136.666667 330 
1.182857143 264.96 0.15 0.004946237 2000 1200 0.310107527 0.2 513.36 149.04 
1 .666666667 373.3333333 0.15 0.004946237 2000 1200 0.310107527 0.2 723.3333333 210 
2.19047619 490.6666667 0.15 0.004946237 2000 1200 0.310107527 0.2 950.6666667 276 

2.619047619 586.6666667 0.15 0.004946237 2000 1200 0.310107527 0.2 1136.666667 330 
1.182857143 264.96 0.15 0.004946237 2000 1200 0.310107527 0.2 513.36 149.04 
1.666666667 373.3333333 0.15 0.004946237 2000 1200 0.310107527 0.2 723.3333333 210 
2.19047619 490.6666667 0.15 0.004946237 2000 1200 0.310107527 0.2 950.6666667 276 

1.182857143 264.96 0.15 0.004946237 2000 1200 0.310107527 0.2 513.36 149.04 
1.666666667 373.3333333 0.15 0.004946237 2000 1200 0.310107527 0.2 723.3333333 210 
1.182857143 264.96 0.15 0.004946237 2000 1200 0.310107527 0.2 513.36 149.04 

(Continued) 
M ryw p a Iyw ( t M 1!J K= P 

189.0048 126.811594 0.00788571 
266.3111111 90 0.01111111 
350.0088889 68.4782609 0.01460317 
418.4888889 57.2727273 0.01746032 

189.0048 126.811594 0.00788571 
266.3111111 90 0.01111111 
350.0088889 68.4782609 0.01460317 
418.4888889 57.2727273 0.01746032 

189.0048 126.811594 0.00788571 
266.3111111 90 0.01111111 
350.0088889 68.4782609 0.01460317 

189.0048 126.811594 0.00788571 
266.3111111 90 0.01111111 

189.0048 126.811594 0.00788571 
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Table 4.14 Summary of Analytical Hybrid Moments for 2m Beams 

Analysis Mlyw (kNm) M1yf(kNm) Mlp(kNm) 

AE-HYB4-2 64.0 161.0 166.3 
EF-HYB4-2 90.2 164.2 170.4 
BE-HYB4-2 118.6 167.0 174.9 
CE-HYB4-2 141.7 168.5 178.5 
AD-HYB4-2 64.0 158.8 164.1 
DF-HYB4-2 90.2 162.0 168.2 
BD-HYB4-2 118.6 164.7 172.6 
CD-HYB4-2 141.7 166.2 176.3 
AC-HYB4-2 64.0 128.2 132.8 
CF-HYB4-2 90.2 131.0 136.9 
BC-HYB4-2 118.6 132.7 141.4 
AB-HYB4-2 64.0 108.4 112.7 
BF-HYB4-2 90.2 110.6 116.8 
AF-HYB4-2 64.0 83.8 88.2 
DE-HYB4-2 - 170.0 184.2 

I All moments calculated at the centre of the span 

Table 4.15 Summary of Analytical Hybrid Moments for 4m Beams . 
Analysis MlyW (kNm) M1yf(kNm) Mlp(kNm) 

AE-HYB4-4 189.0 463.2 478.7 
EF-HYB4-4 266.3 477.6 497.0 
BE-HYB4-4 350.0 489.8 516.8 
CE-HYB4-4 418.5 496.4 533.0 
AD-HYB4-4 189.0 457.1 472.5 
DF-HYB4-4 266.3 471.49 490.8 
BD-HYB4-4 350.0 483.4 510.6 
CD-HYB4-4 418.5 489.73 526.8 
AC-HYB4-4 189.0 371.7 385.7 
CF-HYB4-4 266.3 383.8 404.0 
BC-HYB4-4 350.0 391.3 423.8 
AB-HYB4-4 189.0 316.2 329.9 
BF-HYB4-4 266.3 325.6 348.2 
AF-HYB4-4 189.0 246.5 261.7 
DE-HYB4-4 - 503.4 558.2 

I All moments calculated at the centre of the span 
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4.3.4.1 Two Metre Beams with 350MPa Flanges 
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Figure 4.64 Comparison of Analytical Results for the Moment-Curvature Response of 
AF-HYB4-2 and Equivalent Homogeneous Sections A-HOM-2 and F-HOM-2 

4.3.4.2 Two Metre Beams with 460MPa Flanges 
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Figure 4.65 Comparison of Analytical Results for the Moment-Curvature Response of 
AB-HYB4-2 and Equivalent Homogeneous Sections A-HOM-2 and B-HOM-2 
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Figure 4.66 Comparison of Analytical Results for the Moment-Curvature Response of 
BF-HYB4-2 and Equivalent Homogeneous Sections B-HOM-2 and F-HOM-2 

4.3.4.3 Two Metre Beams with 550MPa Flanges 
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Figure 4_67 Comparison of Analytical Results for the Moment-Curvature Response of 
AC-HYB4-2 and Equivalent Homogeneous Sections A-HOM-2 and C-HOM-2 
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Figure 4.68 Comparison of Analytical Results for the Moment-Curvature Response of 
CF-HYB4-2 and Equivalent Homogeneous Sections C-HOM-2 and F-HOM-2 
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Figure 4.69 Comparison of Analytical Results for the Moment-Curvature Response of 
BC-HYB4-2 and Equivalent Homogeneous Sections B-HOM-2 and C-HOM-2 
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4.3.4.4 Two Metre Beams with 690MPa Flanges 
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Figure 4.70 Comparison of Analytical Results for the Moment-Curvature Response of 
AD-HYB4-2 and Equivalent Homogeneous Sections A-HOM-2 and D-HOM-2 

In many of the beams investigated the flange yield moment corresponded quite 

closely with the yield moment of the higher strength homogeneous beam. This may 

imply that in some cases, instead of using rigorous methods of calculating the 

characteristic strength of the hybrid, the yield moment of an identically proportioned 

homogeneous member may be used instead. Examples of this phenomenon can be 

found in beams with steel combinations BF, BC, CD, CE, and DE. The difference in 

yield stress of the flange and web steels ranged from 10MPa in DE to 150MPa in CE 

so perhaps the condition under which the flange yield moment for a hybrid can be 

approximated by the homogeneous yield moment is that the ratio of the material yield 

stress of the web to that of the flange should be less than 4:5. This would need to be 

verified for other beam dimensions. 
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Figure 4.71 Comparison of Analytical Results for the Moment-Curvature Response of 
DF-HYB4-2 and Equivalent Homogeneous Sections D-HOM-2 and F-HOM-2 
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Figure 4.72 Comparison of Analytical Results for the Moment-Curvature Response of 
BD-HYB4-2 and Equivalent Homogeneous Sections B-HOM-2 and D-HOM-2 
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Figure 4.73 Comparison of Analytical Results for the Moment-Curvature Response of 
CO-HYB4-2 and Equivalent Homogeneous Sections C-HOM-2 and O-HOM-2 

4.3.4.5 Two Metre Beams with 700MPa Flanges 
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Figure 4.74 Comparison of Analytical Results for the Moment-Curvature Response of 
AE-HYB4-2 and Equivalent Homogeneous Sections A-HOM-2 and E-HOM-2 
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Figure 4.75 Comparison of Analytical Results for the Moment-Curvature Response of 
EF-HYB4-2 and Equivalent Homogeneous Sections E-HOM-2 and F-HOM-2 
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Figure 4.76 Comparison of Analytical Results for the Moment-Curvature Response of 
BE-HYB4-2 and Equivalent Homogeneous Sections B-HOM-2 and E-HOM-2 
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Figure 4.77 Comparison of Analytical Results for the Moment-Curvature Response of 
CE-HYB4-2 and Equivalent Homogeneous Sections C-HOM-2 and E-HOM-2 
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Figure 4.78 Comparison of Analytical Results for the Moment-Curvature Response of 
DE-HYB4-2 and Equivalent Homogeneous Sections D-HOM-2 and E-HOM-2 

The flange yield moment ofDE-HYB4-2 is almost equal to the homogeneous yield 

moment as shown in Figure 4.78. 
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4.3.4.6 Four Metre Beams with 350MPa Flanges 
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Figure 4.79 Comparison of Analytical Results for the Moment-Curvature Response of 
AF-HYB4-4 and Equivalent Homogeneous Sections A-HOM-4 and F-HOM-4 

4.3.4.7 Four Metre Beams with 460MPa Flanges 
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Figure 4.80 Comparison of Analytical Results for the Moment-Curvature Response of 
AB-HYB4-4 and Equivalent Homogeneous Sections A-HOM-4 and B-HOM-4 
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Figure 4.81 Comparison of Analytical Results for the Moment-Curvature Response of 
BF-HYB4-4 and Equivalent Homogeneous Sections B-HOM-4 and F-HOM-4 

4.3.4.8 Four Metre Beams with 550MPa Flanges 
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Figure 4.82 Comparison of Analytical Results for the Moment-Curvature Response of 
AC-HYB4-4 and Equivalent Homogeneous Sections A-HOM-4 and C-HOM-4 
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Figure 4.83 Comparison of Analytical Results for the Moment-Curvature Response of 
CF-HYB4-4 and Equivalent Homogeneous Sections C-HOM-4 and F-HOM-4 
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Figure 4.84 Comparison of Analytical Results for the Moment-Curvature Response of 
BC-HYB4-4 and Equivalent Homogeneous Sections B-HOM-4 and C-HOM-4 
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4.3.4.9 Four Metre Beams with 690MPa Flanges 
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Figure 4_85 Comparison of Analytical Results for the Moment-Curvature Response of 
AD-HYB4-4 and Equivalent Homogeneous Sections A-HOM-4 and D-HOM-4 
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Figure 4.86 Comparison of Analytical Results for the Moment-Curvature Response of 
DF-HYB4-4 and Equivalent Homogeneous Sections D-HOM-4 and F-HOM-4 
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As in the short beams, the yielding of the web in the 4m beams did not introduce any 

great significant changes in the linear portion of the analytical curves. The difference 

in bending strength (in MPa) between the flange yield moment and the plastic 

moment is slightly higher. AE-HYB4-4 experiences a gain of 3.4% compared to 3.2% 

for the two metre beam. That of BC-HYB4-4 increases from 6.5% to 8.3%. DE

HYB4-4 has a 10% gain in strength. The gain in strength for the four metre 

homogeneous beams is 12.4%. Even though the gain in strength is marginally higher, 

it again appears that the flange yield moment is a safer strength to design for. 
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Figure 4.87 Comparison of Analytical Results for the Moment-Curvature Response of 
BO-HYB4-4 and Equivalent Homogeneous Sections B-HOM-4 and O-HOM-4 
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Figure 4.88 Comparison of Analytical Results for the Moment-Curvature Response of 
CD-HYB4-4 and Equivalent Homogeneous Sections C-HOM-4 and D-HOM-4 

4.3.4.10 For Metre Beams with 700MPa Flanges 
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Figure 4.89 Comparison of Analytical Results for the Moment-Curvature Response of 
AE-HYB4-4 and Equivalent Homogeneous Sections A-HOM-4 and E-HOM-4 
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Figure 4.90 Comparison of Analytical Results for the Moment-Curvature Response of 
EF-HYB4-4 and Equivalent Homogeneous Sections E-HOM-4 and F-HOM-4 
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Figure 4.91 Comparison of Analytical Results for the Moment-Curvature Response of 
BE-HYB4-4 and Equivalent Homogeneous Sections B-HOM-4 and E-HOM-4 
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Figure 4.92 Comparison of Analytical Results for the Moment-Curvature Response of 
CE-HYB4-4 and Equivalent Homogeneous Sections C-HOM-4 and E-HOM-4 
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Figure 4.93 Comparison of Analytical Results for the Moment-Curvature Response of 
OE-HYB4-4 and Equivalent Homogeneous Sections O-HOM-4 and E-HOM-4 
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4.3.5 Summary of Theoretical Numerical Results 

The theoretical results again show that all hybrids, except for DE-HYB4-2 and DE

HYB4-4, will experience web yielding prior to flange yielding. Despite this fact, it is 

clear that the web yielding does not cause significant non-linearity of the moment

curvature plots. The plots change shape, and plateau immediately after the flange 

yields and this confirms that the flange yield moment should be the characteristic 

strength of a hybrid beam. The relatively small difference between the flange yield 

and plastic moment suggests that taking the plastic moment as the characteristic 

hybrid beam strength may not be conservative. 
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4.4 Influence of Hybrid Configuration on Bending Behaviour 

4.4.1 Introduction 

Six different hybrid beams were generated by varying the position of the high strength 

steel in the member cross-section. In Figure 4.94 hatched regions indicate the location 

of the higher strength material. Although some of these configurations are unlikely in 

practice (e.g. Hybrid 2) others are widely reported in literature (e.g. Hybrid 4), and yet 

others have been recommended as providing a more cost effect alternative to Hybrid 4 

in specific regions. Hybrid 5 was thought to be more effective at negative moment 

regions while Hybrid 6 was recommended for positive moment regions (Wasserman 

et al. 1998). In order to represent the most severe case, only Steel A (248.4MPa) and 

Steel E (700MPa) were used. The chosen beam length was 2m. 

Hybrid 1 Hybrid 2 Hybrid 3 

ILLJ 

Hybrid 4 Hybrid 5 Hybrid 6 

"'LL I LII"-II 

"'L" 111111 

Figure 4.94 Cross-Sections used in the Analysis of Hybrid Configurations 
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~A.l.1 Model 1)91H 

Tab le 4.16 g:i\'~s lh~ dime"';'Mmi propenie' of the hybri,j beam' tll3t "ere 

ime't igatcd. I he 2m beams were simply ,,,pporlc<] an,] ,ubj"cl~d to a lInifonnly 

,jimibllled load. 

Table 4 16 ~I an~e "nd Web Dimension, of V..-iOL" Hvbrid ConfLgurat;ons , 
- •.. _-

F1Hng~ Fbnge 'V~b W~b nopth of 

Width Thickn~ss Heiglt! Thickness Melion 

brlmm) tdmm) h. (mm) I. (mill) d (mm) 

ZOO " ISO , '" 

·t ·t! ABAQUS Re~ults 

, . 
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• , , ~ , 

~ 
~ 

, ~ -

'.'- '" ,,, ,. ." 

Figure 4.95 Cnmpari"Wl of llyhrid L()ad-D"fl"'l~ln Cllrve, 
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Ilynrid , I and J (lIYlll and llYllJj ha~ e simi larly shaped load-dellcction curves 

(Figu", 4.95). togelo", w,th the ~ommonl~ mcd Hynrid 4 (HYB4). llynrids 5 and () 

(lIY1l5 and IIYBri) again had plots ,i milar to each (\(ncr. In tcrms of load carrying 

capacity. Hybrid, 5 and 6 MC "ble to ,mtain high~r load, with smaller delkctions. 

rhe ons~rved ditl~rence, may i>e due to tOe higher strength wen "hich doe , not yield 

prior to tlange ~ielding, Unfortunately Hybrid 6 ex~ricnce, unlo"ding: rdatively 

quic'kly when comp",~d to the oth~r ,p~cim~ns, Although th~ IIjbrid 5 analy,i, 

Slopped abruptly. in alllikdihood it would show th~ same trend , Wh~n compared to 

Hybrids I and 3. the lo"d-deIlcnion r~'p<lme of Hybrid, 5 and 6 is ,"ther , u'llfising. 

It would ' eem that the high 'trength weh ma} ha,'~ a n~gative influence on ductility, 

The mo't ,tri~ing aspect of the A13AQUS rcsults is tile fact thaI Hybrid 2 (HY132). 

with high strength >lec! wcb and mIld ,ted tlang:cs, i, able to re,ist the highest 

uhimat~ lo"dmg: as ,00" n in Fig:ure 4.95. Thi, i'_ in f"~t, the one confLguration "hich 

i, not likely to find any applications in practicc. The high strength "eb prevents 

prematu t? " en yielding bul the hi gh ,lresse' cau,e extcn,ive bue~l ing of the 

compre"ion flange as sho"n in Figure 4.96, 

.-l 'I::; ' :,'i:J;~~, : ;';'Jlll,~t J. ... ,,,,,,,~ ..... , ,., 

, "' ~~..!:;.~., "" ." _". ,. M 

~~:::[J~, ', "t::._"'_ " ...• ~... ,, ~ ~_ 

,'igun; 4,% Flange 13uc~ling in IIybrid Beam AE-IIYB2-2 
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For thc samc applicd load Hybrid 2 e"pe"encel lower deflectimb "hich lends 

,"pports th e tileory thaI web yielding negatively atlects dellection. 

rigure 4.97 >hI)W' Hybrid I "ilh tile bottom flange and \'cb III material yicld while 

stres>cs in the top flange are mostly below 700MPa . 

, 
1 

, ~ ~. 

, ... ''""' ....... ~ 

Ilybrid 5. in Figllr~ 4.98. ,how, vcry high ,tr""", at the 1x11tom of the flange. ncar tile 

centrc of the span, where il '" forced 10 ""is! more [,ending stresses (shear is zero al 

midspan)_ AI Ihis stage. I~rge parts of the oollom Ilang" haw ,Ire"es greater Ihan 

248.4MPa . 
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,j 

Figur~ 4.98 Slr~" Distributiol1 in Hybrid Beam Ac-HYB5-2 

-1.4.3 Summar)' of Results 

hom the,e res ults , il appear> lru!! hybrid 4 j. a good arrangement e~ el1 [he large 

deflections would f>e "fconcern. Hybrids I and ~ wou ld al«, be of \J.se though tflere 

would be a small kls\ ()f streng!h "hen comparcd to hybrid 4. The ,lightly higher 

inilial load calI) ing capac it)' of hybrid 1 sugge«s lhal lhi, arrangement would be 

suited to positive mome nt regions while hybrid 3 would be more u;eful ill negative 

moment region, 
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4.5 Verification of Bending Equations 

Equations predicting the strength of hybrid members have been suggested in literature 

(Frost and Schilling, 1964; Joint ASCE-AASHO Committee on Flexural Members, 

1968) but these have not been adopted in design codes. These equations, previously 

introduced in Section 3.3 are presented again below. Equation 3.12 gives the web 

yield moment while Equations 3.13 and 3.14 predict the flange yield moment. 

M," = 0"," S : (Frost and Schilling, 1964), 

" 

3.12 

71 2( 'J M,I = ~O"'f + Z"O"," - t,< O"~" (Frost and Schilling, 1964) 
d L O".d 

3.13 

And 

M'I = M ,[12 + ,8(3a - a' )] (Joint ASCE and AASHO Committee on 3.14 
. 12+2,8 

Flexural Members, 1968) 

The expressions derived for Hybrid 4 beams in Chapter 3.4 were verified against 

Equations 3.12 to 3.14 to determine whether they give accurate values of bending 

moments. Hybrid 4 beams used to conduct the verification process included the 2m 

beam lengths as well as all material combinations. The analysis was carried out by 

means of spreadsheets which have been summarised in Tables 4.17 to 4.20. 
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4.5.1 Verification Using the Equation Presented by Frost and Schilling 

(1964) 

Table 4.17 Calculation of Hybrid Web and Flange Yield Moments using 

Equations 3.12 and 3.13 

Beam uw u 5 d hw 
AE-HYB4-2 248.4 700 2.42E+05 192 180 
EF-HYB4-2 350 700 2.42E+05 192 180 
BE-HYB4-2 460 700 2.42E+05 192 180 
CE-HYB4-2 550 700 2.42E+05 192 180 
AO-HYB4-2 248.4 690 2.42E+05 192 180 
OF-HYB4-2 350 690 2.42E+05 192 180 
BO-HYB4-2 460 690 2.42E+05 192 180 
CO-HYB4-2 550 690 2.42E+05 192 180 
AC-HYB4-2 248.4 550 2.42E+05 192 180 
CF-HYB4-2 350 550 2.42E+05 192 180 
BC-HYB4-2 460 550 2.42E+05 192 180 
AB-HYB4-2 248.4 460 2.42E+05 192 180 
BF-HYB4-2 350 460 2.42E+05 192 180 
AF-HYB4-2 248.4 350 2.42E+05 192 180 

( continued) 
tw If Zw Mw M 

5 2.08E+07 4.05E+04 64.032 161.2464148 
5 2.08E+07 4.05E+04 90.22222222 164.4976667 
5 2.08E+07 4.05E+04 118.5777778 167.245481 
5 2.08E+07 4.05E+04 141.7777778 168.7263197 
5 2.08E+07 4.05E+04 64.032 159.065721 
5 2.08E+07 4.05E+04 90.22222222 162.2917612 
5 2.08E+07 4.05E+04 118.5777778 164.9897333 
5 2.08E+07 4.05E+04 141.7777778 166.4073882 
5 2.08E+07 4.05E+04 64.032 128.448614 
5 2.08E+07 4.05E+04 90.22222222 131 .1646088 
5 2.08E+07 4.05E+04 118.5777778 132.8542503 
5 2.08E+07 4.05E+04 64.032 108.614289 
5 2.08E+07 4.05E+04 90.22222222 110.7293793 
5 2.08E+07 4.05E+04 64.032 83.97172576 

A summary of the data contained in the above Table 4.17 can be found below in 

Table 4.18 
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Table 4.18 Table 6.2 Summary of the Comparison between Analytical Results and 

Equation 3.12 

Beam Analytical Results Frost and Schilling 

[kNm] (1964) [kNm] 

AE-HYB4-2 64.0 64.0 
EF-HYB4-2 90.2 90.2 
BE-HYB4-2 118.6 118.6 
CE-HYB4-2 141.7 141.8 
AD-HYB4-2 64.0 64.0 
DF-HYB4-2 90.2 90.2 
BD-HYB4-2 118.6 118.6 
CD-HYB4-2 141.7 141.8 
AC-HYB4-2 64.0 64.0 
CF-HYB4-2 90.2 90.2 
BC-HYB4-2 118.6 118.6 
AB-HYB4-2 64.0 64.0 
BF-HYB4-2 90.2 90.2 
AF-HYB4-2 64.0 64.0 

From the summary in Table 4.18 it can be seen that analysis gives a value of the web 

yield moment which is equal to that obtained from Equation 3.12. 

4.5.2 Verification Using the Equations Presented by Frost and Schilling 

(1964) and the Joint Joint ASCE-AASHO Committee on Flexural 

members (1968) 

Table 4.19 Calculation of Hybrid Flange Yield Moment using Equation 3.14 

Beam ow oyf hw tw bf tf 
AE-HYB4-2 248.4 700 180 5 200 
EF-HYB4-2 350 700 180 5 200 
BE-HYB4-2 460 700 180 5 200 
CE-HYB4-2 550 700 180 5 200 
AD-HYB4-2 248.4 690 180 5 200 
DF-HYB4-2 350 690 180 5 200 
BD-HYB4-2 460 690 180 5 200 
CD-HYB4-2 550 690 180 5 200 
AC-HYB4-2 248.4 550 180 5 200 
CF-HYB4-2 350 550 180 5 200 
BC-HYB4-2 460 550 180 5 200 
AB-HYB4-2 248.4 460 180 5 200 
BF-HYB4-2 350 460 180 5 200 
AF-HYB4-2 248.4 350 180 5 200 
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(continued) 
My homog a Aw Af P Myf 

169.12875 0.354857143 900 1200 0.75 159.9195631 
169.12875 0.5 900 1200 0.75 163.256224 
169.12875 0.657142857 900 1200 0.75 166.1938978 
169.12875 0.785714286 900 1200 0.75 167.9268511 

166.712625 0.36 900 1200 0.75 157.7596384 
166.712625 0.507246377 900 1200 0.75 161.074267 
166.712625 0.666666667 900 1200 0.75 163.9683843 
166.712625 0.797101449 900 1200 0.75 165.646122 
132.886875 0.451636364 900 1200 0.75 127.4443187 
132.886875 0.636363636 900 1200 0.75 130.3132249 
132.886875 0.836363636 900 1200 0.75 132.3261743 

111.14175 0.54 900 1200 0.75 107.8231561 
111.14175 0.760869565 900 1200 0.75 110.1669392 
84.564375 0.709714286 900 1200 0.75 83.49164663 

The infonnation in Table 4.19 is summarised below in Table 4.20 

Table 4.20 Summary of the Comparison between Analytical Results and Equations 

3.13 and 3.14 

Beam Analytical Frost and Joint ASCE-AASHO 

Results Schilling (1964) Committee on Flexural 

[kNm] [kNm] members (1968) [kNm] 

AE-HYB4-2 161.0 161.2 160.0 
EF-HYB4-2 164.2 164.5 163.3 
BE-HYB4-2 167.0 167.2 166.2 
CE-HYB4-2 168.5 168.7 167.9 
AD-HYB4-2 158.8 159.1 157.8 
DF-HYB4-2 162.0 162.3 161.1 
BD-HYB4-2 164.7 165.0 164.0 
CD-HYB4-2 166.2 166.4 165.6 
AC-HYB4-2 128.2 128.4 127.4 
CF-HYB4-2 131.0 131.2 130.3 
BC-HYB4-2 132.7 132.9 132.3 
AB-HYB4-2 108.4 108.6 107.8 
BF-HYB4-2 110.6 110.7 110.2 
AF-HYB4-2 83.8 84.0 83.5 

As seen from Table 4.20, results from both equations compare very well with the 

flange yield moment obtained analytically. 
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4.6 Det{'rmination of New Width to Thickness Ratios 
4,6. 1 Width to Thickness Ratios for Flanges 

A sarvey of studies conducted by other r~s~archer> demonstrllle~ that flange 

slendemesses which produced favourable result~. in terms of load-carrying and 

rotation capacity, ranged from 3.8 (Frost and Schilling, 1964) to 5 (McDermott, 

1969). More recent studies have confirmed that flange width to lhicknes~ ratios of 

her.veen 3.5 and 5 (Greco am! Earls, 2003) yield good results for higher strength and 

hybrid beams. 

" 

, , 
1" , , , 
J 

" 

, 

• 
• 
• • , • • • • 

• i 
, 
, 

• " " " • ._ .. _"., .. _ ....... 
Figure 4.99 Maximum Load Sustained by Hybrid Beams as a function of the 

flange width to Thickness Ratio 

Fi~,'llre 4.99 abo,-e MlOWS the flange "idlh to thicknes~ Ililias. bit, of all specimens 

included in the study plotted againslthe maximum non-dimensional load, ~ 
w, 

0 , is the theoretical load which caus<"s yielding of the flanges_ 

lbe largest sustained loads are possible where the bit ratios are less than 7. This value 

is slightly larger than those recommendt"'d in literature. In fact, loads of up to twiet"' the 

flange yield moment load were recorded for beam AE-HYD4-4-1. The load gradually 

decreases as slenderness increases. The other beams used 10 investigate the influence 

of flange thickness on load carrying capacity, AE-HYB4·3-2 to AL-HYB4-4-5, were 
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not able to reach their respective yield moments and some even started to unload 

before the flange yield moment had been achieved. This seems to indicate that 

compactness of the flanges alone does not assure higher load-carrying capacity. 

Suitable width to thickness ratios can also be arrived at by analytical methods as 

detailed below. 

The relevant equation for calculation of limiting width to thickness ratios. Equation 

3.1 L has been reproduced below. 

3.11 

For class 1 plates. the Eurocode recommends a minimum value of ApI = 0.46. as 

detailed in Chapter 3.2.2. By adopting this lowest value Of}'PI' for a reference steel 

grade of 460MPa and with k=0.43. from Table 3. L results in a value of 5.8 as the 

limiting bit ratio for class 1 flanges. This value can be rounded up to 6. The Eurocode 

(Table 4.4) gives the limiting width to thickness ratio for class 1 out stand flanges as 

C 
-:-::;9& 
f 

4.7 

for a material yield strength which is less than 460MPa. However. to include steels 

with yield strengths greater than 460MPa the equation can be modified such that it 

reads 

4.8 

Where & was previously given as 

4.9 

it then is modified to 

4.10 

where t;. is the yield strength of the steel under investigation. 
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When factored to account for the 700Mpa steel using the modified Equation 4.8 and 

4.10 a bit ratio of 4.9 is obtained. This value falls within the range recommended in 

literature, based on experimental findings 5 (Frost and Schilling, 1964; Greco and 

Earls, 2003). 

There are no other recommendations by which classes 2 and 3 can be located so this 

means flanges would fall into two broad categories, either compact or non-compact as 

shown in Figure 4.100. The compressive load is dimensionless ad is the ratio of the 

applied stress to the material yield stress. 

... 
z 

3 

1.2 

0.8 . 

~ 06 

] ... 
~ 

0.4 . compact 
( 

0.2 . 

o - .- -- _.-
0.5 1.5 

Plate Slenderness, AP 

Figure 4.100 Compressive Plate Strength 

4.6.2 Width to Thickness Ratios for Webs 

2.5 

Limiting width to thickness ratios for the webs can again be calculated through the 

use of Equation 3.11, and with an appropriate plate buckling factor. A value of 

k(Y = 23.9 from Table 3.1 is used for simply supported plates in bending. When a 

value of ApI = 0.55 is selected for the 460MPa steel grade, the resulting limiting width 

to thickness ratio for a compact web is 55. Web slenderness values for higher strength 

unstiffened webs recommended in literature range from 45 (Greco and Earls, 2003), 

46 to 53 (Frost and Schilling, 1964) and 55 (Rides et aI, 1998). 
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~ igurc ~ , l 0 I M"xim<Jm Lo",] S,,'tained b~ r l~ brid lkam., "' a runction orlile 
Web Width to Thielen"" Ralio 

Figure 4.1 01 ,)ww, thal all hybrid wens have hit ratios of Ie" than 4.(): which is well 

.... ithin the limit, [CC<JrnmcnJcJ in liler"ture . Again. ,uitabk limit, can he derived 

OlloiYlica lly. 

In the Eur()coJc , the original c4uation r", tlke limiting ,,;dth (0 thickness ratio for"n 

internal compression part is given as 

" -::; nF. , 
For steels gr.ucs wilh yield strength, or less lhall 460\1l'a the equation becomes 

< .. 
- '" ~~l., 

4, 11 

4. 12 

When applied 10 a 700l>lP. <teel. (he new limiting \\'j,l1h 10 lhid,I1C>s ratio i. foood to 

be 45 . Th" ... Inc i, within the recommended limils. al", based on experimenlal 

finding' (Ride, Cl . 1, 1998; Greco and Earls, 2003). 
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A section can then be classified as a compact section when both the web and the 

flange lie within the recommended limits. Where either the web or flange, or both, are 

non-compact. the entire section becomes non-compact. 

In summary. proportioning hybrid flanges such that they lie within certain limits does 

ensure that they will carry large loads. However, it can also be seen that certain flange 

and web material combinations produce more favourable results than others. For 

example where the bit ratio is a constant it would be expected that the hybrid beam 

with 700MPa flanges and 690MPa web would consistently achieve the greatest loads, 

but this is not always the case. 

With the proposed limits recommended above it can now be seen that all the webs 

used in the research are compact, or class 1 and most of the flanges can now be 

classified as non-compact. 
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5 Recommendations 

5.1 Conclusions 

(i) Development of stresses and strains within the flanges and web from the 

onset of loading; 

In terms of ultimate loads and deflections, the bending behaviour of unstiffened 

hybrid beams lies somewhere between that of an equivalent homogeneous beam made 

of the web steel and an equivalent beam made of the flange steel. Furthermore, due to 

the fact that the greater part bending stresses of a beam are resisted by the flanges, it is 

clear that the hybrid behaviour would more closely resemble that of the equivalent 

homogeneous higher strength steel. 

Where the web and flange steel materials have yield strengths which are fairly close 

in value, hybrid beams begin to demonstrate homogeneous behaviour in that the 

flanges yield first, and not the webs. In addition, the characteristic strength of the 

hybrid, which is the flange yield moment, approaches the homogeneous beam 

strength which is the yield moment of the section. 

The strength reserves at plastification are less for hybrid beams than for homogeneous 

beams which implies that 'failure' of the beam occurs soon after the ultimate load is 

reached. This further suggests that it would be more conservative to take the flange 

yield moment as the characteristic hybrid beam strength. 

(ii) The influence of different width to thickness ratios on the behaviour of 

unstiffened hybrid beams; 

Flange slenderness does influence the ultimate load-carrying capacity of hybrid beams 

significantly with the less slender flanges sustaining greater loads. Like homogeneous 

beams, short beam lengths fail by yielding, with rapid unloading. Beyond the ultimate 

load of the beam, instability takes the form of lateral displacement of the compression 

flange and web. Longer lengths experience localised yielding and buckling of the 

compression flange, with unloading happening gradually. Flange buckling occurs at 

midspan and this is particularly emphasised in this research as all flanges are 

classified as 'non-compact' according to the recommended slenderness limits. 
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(iii) The extent to which current design and recommendations that are 

presented in the various design codes and literature can be extrapolated 

for use in hybrid beam design; 

Extrapolation of existing code recommendations for slenderness limits shows that 

some of the high strength steel webs and flanges are, technically speaking, compact. 

However, the fact that some of these 'compact' sections could not reach even their 

yield moments implies that extrapolating the existing section classification limits for 

hybrid beams with high strength steel flanges is not appropriate. 

(iv) The effectiveness of the commonly used hybrid configuration; 

Hybrid arrangement 4, HYB4, with high strength steel flanges is the most suitable 

arrangement as it provides extra strength to the flanges in both positive and negative 

bending regions. Hybrids 1 and 3 are specifically suited to positive and negative 

regions respectively and would effect cost savings by reducing the weight of the high 

strength steel required. 

5.2 Recommendations 

There is a need for basic design guidelines and the equations proposed by Frost and 

Schilling (1964) and the Joint ASCE-AASHO Committee (1968) would prove to be 

useful tools if included in design codes. 

Modifying the limiting width to thickness ratios to accommodate high strength web 

and flanges would ensure that the hybrid flange yield moment is reached before 

buckling occurs. A flange width to thickness ratio of less than 6 would ensure greater 

ultimate load-carrying capacity for steels with yield stress greater than 460MPa. The 

proposed modification factor would then extend the limits to accommodate even 

700MPa steel. The proposed web width to thickness ratio is 55 for 460MPa steel and 

can be similarly modified to encompass 700Mpa steel. 

Only two beam lengths were investigated in this study but further research is needed 

in order to investigate the behaviour of longer span lengths where failure is governed 

by lateral torsional buckling. This would lead to formulation of guidelines for lateral 

bracing in unstiffened hybrid beams. 
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